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WSBE receives honors
By Angelique Davi
said, "Second-ranked University with 61 percent.
Deah of WS-BE Carole AlThe UNH's Whittemore of New tJampshire's WhitteSchool of Business and Econom- more school is tiny, 25 -30 drich said, ':This recognition
ics is ranked second among top students in each year's dass, but is testimony to the high qual.ity
eas,tern regional business runs a weekend residential of education possible by a dedschools according to the No- executive MBA program .. Th~ icated and caring faculty." AI:.
. vember 2nd issue of "U.S. News school is praised for an innov- drich also said, "The school has
and World Report."
. ative entrepreneurship pro- always been regarded as one of
the strongest in the country."
The article included a guide gram."
The _undergraduate program
to the nation's top graduate
The ranking is based on a
schools. WSBE was ranked survey of ·110 regional business . offers a liberal education w--ith
number two, just after Ge9rge- school deans.. Of the ·deans specifics of professional tr<!,ining
town University, in a ranking responding, 6'1 percent pla~ed in administration, economics,
of regionally accredited business the Whittemore School in the and hotel administration.
schools.
.
top io. Georgetown's rating was ·
Hotel administration · stu~U
t....S;_;.P.N~e=w
: s::a=n;;d;;Wro~r ld RijieimaB,11!r.'6"6~.,,1'!!p~ercen t. WSBE followed .dents follow demanding course
1111
tequiremen~s . Part . of their ·
-:-1
program includes 400 hours of
j
..
approved work experience. According to Polly House, assistant I ) C
manager and iristructor of the
Memorial 1J nion Buil~ing Food
Services, "It is fascinating to
, see freshmen come in who know
Durham is a place where students and the townspeople must
little about "the· area and le'.aVf
learning quite a lot."
· ·· ·
peacably coexist. (Bill Barnes-photo)
Approximately _40 freshmen
.are involved in the MUB Food
Services, doing everything
from
1
grill to dishroom. An average
of 3 5 s.tuderits in the management program run a freshman
group .in th:e MUB, supervising
·. the actual production of a ineal
r' on the line::-.'
~ · According
Mike Merenda, , By Donna Morafcik
· .
entire . comn:iuf\ity. It. is ~10t a
.,
l
dir.ector- of ·rhe execlitive MBA • . , " ,
UNH
and
Durha:m
commun-_
final draft.
.;.-.p rogram and associate professor
The standards· are based on
of business administration, it ity members have drafted a
is the small size of the progra~s . document defining the stand- . principles of respect for ind.iand classes which is one of ard's of behavior for Durham·. ,. vidual rights, ·in~egrity and
WSB.E' s best aspects. According 1pe effort began. in Fall, 198i moral worth and for the law.
in response to unpopular occur- They also suggest responsibility
to Merenda, WSBE is also
unique in its strong liberal arts rences last ~emester, said Cindy for the care of .the environment
emphasis, keeping wifh the Garthwaite, Ass-istant to the and a need for cooperation and
Dean for Student Affairs.
service.
UNH tradition.
The Town/ Gown Standards
The goal of the standards
McConnell is home to nu~ber 2 i:anked WSBE.
group, a standing committee of group is to put together a set
WSBE, page 9
the U nivetsity, pro.posed a of standards that are approved
working draft of the standards. · by the community as a whole:
The purpose of the draft is to
generate discussion within the TOWN, page 5
1
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·Talks .begin .on
town standards
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Senate passes rec plan

By Mary-Kate Conway
·The Student Senate last night
unanimously approved the Field
· House Ad Hoc Committee's
proposed location and floor plan
for a new multipurpose recreational gymnasium.
_
"Basically what the approval
of the concept means is that the
senate approved what we decided to put in the build~ng and
where the building is co be constructed," said Sue Ogden,
chairperson of the Ad Hoc
Committee.
"Before any actual construction begins," she added, "the
committee has to put together
a financial package next semester with the administration and
get its approval." President
Gordon Haaland, the senate, the
. Board of Trustees Subcommit- .
tee., and the Board of Trustees
have ~o approve the proposed
package.
The proposed site for the new

INSIDE ·

gy~ is 'the hard-top planning more pat.king spaces becaus~ ·
surface in Are;i II, beside Alex- it's within walking distance for
ander Hall. The new Building most people."
.
would be surrounded by HudThe approved one-level floor
dleston Hall, ·t he MUB, C-lot, plan for the gymnasium in and Alexander. According to eludes: three courts which can
Ogden, the location is ideal be used for either basketball,
because of its centrality to tennis, or volleyball and one
c:1;µ1pus. "It's easily accesible multi-purpose room for aerobics
from the greek houses, dorms, and martial arts. It will also have
and for the 1aculty and staff," two raquetball courts, one nau~ ·
said Ogden.
tilus and free weights room,
Student Body President locker rooms, and an office for
Warner Jones explained that recreational sports.
'
the area is poorly utilized at , The three mu-ltipui:-pose .
present. He added that tests · cpurts are located in one large,'
have been done to prove the area . open area in the building. The
a safe site for the type_ of courts will have a multipurpose
construction needed.
surface permitting users to jog
Ogden admitted that some . as well as play volleyball, tennis,
parking would be lost in the or basketball.
event .of construction but desAccording to Mike O'Ne_ill, :
·cribed it as minimal.
Director of Athletics, the locker :
"We're not replacing the rooms are not extensive. "The :
twenty-four lost parking spa-. conc;ept ih developing the· idea ·.
ces," said Ogden, "We didn't
feel that we., would need any- GYM, page 7

Students learn to kick bock. See page 2.

.
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Behavior standards for students outlined. See page 5. :
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· I\ ~uge,Chri~tmaris wreath -·hu~g h·i gh o'ri :stoke J~li cl~wn
.and fell ap~rt. (Bob Klemme·photo) ·
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Stu den ts leari-rto kick bac k
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next semester to campus because of chis r'eason. Increased_
publicity and a 1larger room will
attract students to the next
...
.
program, she said.
The majority of the activities
. ~onsis.ted of working with a
partner of eA_ual height who
sometime s pfayed the attacker
and sometime s the victiriL ·· '
. Active participa tion was the
major ingredien t that contributed to the event's success. The
sense.i kicked, ·and the group
kicked. The sensei choked and
punched; and the group choked
,
and punched.
Arms were twisted, wrists
were grabbed," sensitive ·areas"
kicked and a better understan ding of the importan ce 0f self
· defense were shared between
partners.
Often. the exciteme nt of the
maneuve rs overcam e the participants so much that they
found themselv es punchin g
their opponent with a little too
much enthusias m.
"Be careful not to "hurt '
anyone," said Lazarus ·to control
the sometime s overzealo us attacks. "This is practice."
The program was organized
in order to allow students to
achieve some understan ding of
self defense and an awarenes s
of their senses. Sensei Lazarus
said he is aware that the only
way to successfuly develop skills
is through constant repetition .
"If they even get one thing
out of this, that will be able to
Rita Blanche tte breaks an aggressi ve board, which Jeremy
help them .at qne ·time in their
Sheridan' has in a submissi on hold:-,.(Kim Hartman photo)
lives, it m¥~S ~his entire t~ing

shin Kan Kar.ate .Dojo. The
: . By S:usa'ri Flynn :
Health
· It ·is ti"rrie to walk home from event was fond~d by
Student
,
Services
n
Educatio
the
at
a long ·-night of studying
Residenti al L1fe ·and
library. It is dark and you are Activities ,
ent and ,R ape
Harrasm
Sexual
a
.hear
alone. Suddenly you
Progra m
ntion
Preve
strange noise from the bushes, ).
(SHARPP
jumps
man
and a l<J,rge bea·rd~d
Monica Wells, Health and
ou~ and reaches for your neck.
Chairper son for the
Services
side
use
tO
Thi:s is the time
said she was
Senate,
Student
kicks; snap kic'ks, shin kicks,
amount of
the
with
pleased
chokes,
punches,
back kicks,
up for the
showed
who
stud~nts
blocks~ grabs arid strikes. All
, .
seminar.
covered
were
rs
maneuve
these
·
sti'.ident's
for
difficult
is
"It
at the self-defen se seminar last
when
night in the Hillsboro -Sullivan t0 come t0 these events time
· they are using all of their
.·
room of the MUB~
finals," said
The program , which was for studying for
'
·
Wells.
attended by 25 people, was led
d
intereste
is
she
said
Wells
by Sen~ei Greg Lazarus and his
back
program
the
bringing
in
_ wife Gayle of the Dover Ken-

Sensei Greg Lazarus (foreground) taught students how to kick
back. (Kim Hartman photo)
priceless," said Lazarus.
"The guys in our dorm better_
watch out,' : threaten ed Mar~
garet Copping er a freshman
family and consume r studies
major as she left the seminar.
Women were not the only
members of the campus community interested in protectin g
themselves.
· "It seems as though a lot o\
my .female friends are nervous ·
· and I was hoping I wou,ld be able
1

to learn somethin g to help other
people," said John Werderma,n,
a sophomre electrical engineer'
ing major.
After three hours of the good
guys, bad guys, fake knives black
belts and grabs, the wqrksho p
came to a dose, and Lazarus left
the class with some final words
of wisdom.
"Whene ver in.doubt , kick
," said Lazarus.
_.I
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NEWS IN--BRIEP
Mele e erup ts during ·
peac e spe·e ch in Kore_a
About 100 supporter s of oppositio n president ial
. candidate Kim Y oung-sam huded eggs and rocks ,
· ·at at candidate Kim Dae Jung as he led a peace rally ..
in Kyongsa ngamdo Province , Kim ¥oung-sa m's
political strongho ld, 195 miles southeas t of -Seoul
Sunday, witnesses said.
. Fi:ve people .were injured and five more arrestedas radicals torched cars, vans, signs and banners -,
during a s-peech e:alling for an end to clashes between
backer~ of rival politician s before a crowd~of 20,000.
Kim Dae Jung, surround ed by bodyguar ds; said he .
had come to Kim Y oung.:sam territory in an dfort
to smooth over relations between the two factions.
The two Kims, as they are known, are running for
presiden t against ruling pary candidate Roh Tie.woo to replace Pres·i dent Chun Doo Hwan, who
is scheduled to step down in February.
· Kim Dae Ju_ng refused ro. yield ,to the demon- ·
strators, saying: "There ·is no reason for me to back
away by rocks hurled by some people who are
Balloting
haunted with regional animosit y."
the ·main
of
h
c
ea_
far
So
16.
er
Decemb
begins
candidate s' rallies have been disrupted by outbreaks. -

Notr e Da~ e's Brow n
tuns away with H·e isma n
. Senior·flanker/ kick returner Tim Brown became
the first Notre. Dame player in 23 years to recieve
college football's highest award, by far outdistan cing
Syracuse quarterba ck Don McPhers on to be named
the .1987 Heisman Trophy winner by the Downtow n
. .
Athletic Club in New York Saturday.
season,
all
award
the
fqr
er
frontrunn
the
. . Brown,
played the final five weeks of the season with
dislocate d shoulder and broken ring finger and
seemed to be under considera ble. pressure, playing
a sub-par game against Penn State and dropping
three passes in rhe season finale loss to Miami.
The Sf1gging performa nces did not seem tQ affect
his reputatio n at the polls, as he romped overseco ndplace McPherso n, 1,442 points to 831.
· · Roundin g out the voting behind the Irish star
and McPherso n were Holy Cross' Gordie Lockbaum,
Michigan State's Lore!1zo White, and Craig Heyward_
.
·
of Pittsburg h. ,
"It didn't surprise me at all," McPhe.rs o!l sajd. \
' '. Tim had the moment um before I even became .
~ ,. ·
·
, a candidate.';'.

a ...

Military officials aboacp the. USS . Arizona
Memoria l observ~d a moment of silence at exactly .
7 :_55 yesterday morning to ma.rk t~e 46th·anni versary
of.the Japanese attack that claiinecl more than 2,400
lives and laun,c,hed the _U nited States into Worlq.
.
..
.
War II. ,
The memor,iai servic:e include~ prayers, wreath
presentat ions, and a display of-F-.15 jets fro~ the
Hawaii Air Natriona l Gaurd in ·tht "missing man"
formation .

.

Hu'n dreds of supporter s rallied over t_h e weekend
i:0 °honor former Senator Ey.gene McCarth y .and
to celebrate the 20th anniversa ry _o f-his declaratio n
for President ial cah~idacy, an event marked by many
as the starting.p oint of the anti-Viet nam movemen t.
., McCarthy , now 71, announce d his Presiden tial
·c ampaign on Novemb er 30, 1967, ainid growing
dissent over the Vietnari- i'conflict . Althoug h he
eventuall y lost the 1968 Democra tic nominati on
co then-Vic e Presiden t and fellow Minneso tan
Hubert Humphr ey, McCarth y said his campii'ig n
. h~lped America put military decisions 'into historical
context .a nd arriacted ._many young op pone ms of
the. war who decidecd to .-ger '.'Cle.;tn for Gene:-:· and
fight the Democra tic 'pa"rry· est~blishrhent:
«You 'can't go in- and say, 'The 'idealogy says we
fight or the miHtary,' says we C3!ll win .or there:s a
· doctripe of some k~nd 'that's been applied or this
· is a line of tra.dirion of ·the country., "' McCanh y
told the ·crowd of about :200:, ,

'Let.,my:p~op le -go'-200,000 r~lly for Jews

Pear l Harb or
reme mber ed

Supp orter s ~ono r 20th
· anni vers ary _ of 'Cle an
Gene '

On the eve· of Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev:s
visit to the_Uni~e~:Sfa,tes, 200~000 marchers gatlj.er'ed ·
at the foot ot ·Cap:it.gl Hill chanting the Biblical
·cry "Let' my peop'le go" to send the message_ that
Jewish emigratio n and human rights should figure
' promine ntly in the summit meetings this ~eek
between the United States and the Soviet Union.
' · In a: letter from Presiden t Reagan read to the
·- crowd'. yest~_r_day by M~Hds Abram, chairman of
the N 'a tional Conferen ce on Soviet Jewry, the
· J>resident, referring t6"those in vain who have tried
to leave the Sov.iet Union, said he would press
~· Gorbach ev "for the release of all refusenik s and
for complete ·t:-r·e edorn of religious and cultµral
expressio n. "We w-iU not be ~atisfied with less,"
he added.
Talks between the two leaders begin today.

Sarg e, ·I-I'm, t .r yingf
But the c~nip uter -ungh·
still works!
The N ation~l Research Council, working under
a Pentagon grant of $425,000 , has discovere d that
telepathy .cannot be used ro jam enemy computer s
or trigger nuclear weapons . They als.o _ have
determin ed that unconven tional learning methodssuch as learning during sleep- could make the US
Army more effective. The private researcp 'group
said that people can expand their voq1bula ry or
memorize Morse codes when given such informati on
· ·
. during lighter stages of sle~p.

j
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Alumni ·donations
provide UNH.chair
By Bob Kl~mme
Three brothers, all UNH
· alumni, recently donated $1.5
million to the University's
Division of Biology. The gift
will establish the first hilly
endowed chair at UNH.
· Oliver, Austin , and Leslie
Hubbard, who donated . the
money, created a world-wide
poultry breeding and supply
company our of their family
fa.rm in Walpole, NH, where
they now reside.
- An endowed chair is a position which provides " finances
for a distinguished professor,"
said Phyllis Bennett, director
of rhe University News Bureau.
The interest from a major
portion of the Hubbard gift will
be used to hire a nationally
recognized scientist, according
to UNH President Gordon
Haaland, while the remainder
will benefit ~aborarory improveH s _:inc r:r h e r ~ t: 1r: re d sup-

port.
The bror~ers have been "very
generous supporters" financ_ially, and "very active alumni," s.aid
·
Bennett.
Leslie Hubbard, 83, who graduated in 1929 with a B.S. in
mechanical engineering, said
he wanted the don a tion to
benefit mari_ne and agricultural
research.
The former president of H ubbard Farms, Inc., Oliver Hub- ,
bard, graduated in 1921 with
a B.S. in .poultry science, was
one of the f irsr to breed and raise
the famous New Hampsh ire
Red chicken.
"The company continues to
distribute generically improved
The CIA protest drew attention to a senate pr oposal to provide alternative info rmation abou t
stock to 60-65 countries," said
companies recruiting at UNH. ·(Mark Hamilton photo)
Leslie Hubbard.
After graduating in 1925 with
a B.S. in forest resources, Austin
Hubbard, 85, joined the family's
expanding poultry enterprise.

Students seek business info

Senate r~arranges
council structure
By Joanne, Marino
-The Student Senate is creating a new committee called the
Student Life Committee (SLCl
whicb·w:i li'rake a closedook at , a student's day-to-day life. The
position of Publi( Information
Organization (PIO) will also
be changed ro ari Executive
Officer :with slightly different
responsibilities.
As a result of these changes,
the Senate looked at how well
studen'rs are represented. They
unanimously -voted Sunday
night to add ten _new senate
sears; five for rhe residence halls
and five for the commuters; to
get the ideal representation of
one senator per 142 students.
The changes were introduced
ro the senate by the current PIO
Officer Michele Scenna and
Dining Chairperson Steve Roderick. Scenna said they found
weaknesses in the structure of
_the Senate that over burdened

committees and neglected -students' concerns.
According ~o Scenn:1., the
Dining Committee will be incorporated underneath rfi'e \;Bt udent Life Committee. The committee will also look at student
retention, student/faculty relations, social outlets, freshmen
life and Greek relations.
Roderick said the role of the
Executive Officer will be ro
represent the / Student Body
President on occasion, assist
both the Senate Speaker and
Parlimentarian, and handle a
·senate news bureau that will
begin next semester. The news
bureau will publicize what each
co_u ncil is working on in an
effort to keep students aware.
The· officer also acts as the
-Affirmative Action Officer. and
Diversity Officer.
"We looked at every council

By Amy Dierst
The Student Action tommittee (SAC) wants to publish a
booklet containing information
about the controversial activities
of companies and organizations
recruiting on camp1:1s.
The SAC brought a proposal
to the Student Senate Sunday
night asking for their support
,and recommendation before
seeking funding from the Student Activ) ty Fee Council
. (SAFC) on the project. The ·
Senate voted not to make a
statement on the proposal until
SAFC has voted on it.
The publication would be· a
comprehensive booklet containing information about the involvement of these companies
and organizations in nuclear war
issues, environmental issues,
and events of discrimination
according to Student Body Vice
President Sabra Clarke.
"It will ideally contain World
Court legislation, State Department bulletins, and other well
documented facts addressing
these issues," said Clarke.
"The booklet would be funded
by the Student Press and available at the Career Planning and
Placement office in Huddlestor.i

Hall," said Clarke.
Director of Career Planning
and Placement, David Holmes,
said thar he would not make the
decision to provide space in the
off ice for .the booklet unless
directed by Dean of Student
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn.
Sanborn said that he would
not object to makipg the booklet
available at the Career Planning
and Placement office.
.,. "I see no NOblem, if the
booklet were tastefully done and
well-documented, in making it
available to studen·t s at the
Career Planning and Placement
Center," ?aid Sanborn.
Student Body President
Warner Jones expressed the
concern that the booklet would
publish information based on
opinion, -not fact.
Kristy Markey of the SAC said
that booklet would contain only
documented facts , and that
SAFC would regulate its publication. She said that the facts
chosen to be printed would show
a point of view but, that all
· information would be factual..
"We will address' global concerns; toxic wastes, nuclear war,
the environment, peace, and human rights," said Markey.

Mark Hamilton of the SAC
said that the concept of the
booklet was devised to educate
the student body about . the
darker side of some of the
companies and organizations,
like the CIA, r ~cruiting _o n
campus.
"For example most ·people .
don't know that General Electric
manufactures nuclear detona.
tors," said 'Hamilron.
Senator Jay Gould asked about
liability in the 'case of misprinted
information: '
~- .Sanborn said that as _l~ng as
all information ·is attributed,
there would be no- case f.or
liability: He said _that whether
the information is opinion,:ited
or not doesn't matter as 'long
as the source is specified.
"The booklet would · offer
students an alternative perspective to that provided in the
company or organization's brochure," said Clarke. "It would
~e a way to educate students
before they interviewed with
these companies," said Clarke.
, "I don't know if I agree with
kicking rhe CIA off campus or
if at the interview is the place
CIA, page 9

WUNH steers clear.
of "popular" music
By Bryan Alexander_
The freewaves of WUNH
wi{l. remain free of mandatory
:mainstream music for the time
b(;!iQg. Sunday night the Student
Senate overwhelmingly approved th e station's general
format without a stipulation
- requiring Pop programming. __,
Robert Rod•ler, Judicial Affaii;-s chairperson, who proposed
the change in the WUNH
format, withdrew his amendment. Rodler said he did not ·
, beli~ve the legislation was -going
to be an effective means of
attaining his goal.
Rodler said he was going to
coQtinue to work to integrate
some mainstream music into
t~e format 'but through other
WUNH DJ's still don't have to play mainsceam music unless they want to. (file photo)
means.
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ; . . . . _______,--_______;_.......,_ __,..-,------ ,, _ 'Tm not leaving this issue for

dead," said Rodler.
WUNH listeners and staff
members considered·thepassing
of the concept as a victory for
th-eir station. They used (he
strong show of student suppprt
for the station as their argument
for nor ch_a nging th~ format. '.
. "Everyo·ne here is obviously
very , happy- about it _ because
everyone -here believes the-r e is
no need for another top-40
station," said Dennis Davis, a
WUNH disc jockey.
CoHtrnversy s.t arted over the
radio sration'-s programming
after its concept came up in i:he
annual budget review process.
Several senators questioned it,
claiming much of the·music d:qes _
not appeal to a majori-ty .of the

WUNH, page9
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·Do you think it's: appr opria te to thro w
a fish or:i the.i ce after the UNH hock ey ,
.: team s mak e ·their .first goal of the game ?
.)

'

.

..

.

)

''I can understand what
the ·womens hockey coach
is saying but it's important
to get the crowd into the
game and the fish does it."

''I think it's a good tradition. If it gets the team
pumped up then let it be."

Susan Mccarter ·
Sophomore .
Undeclared

Tony:·u ~-k~a
Senior ·
Food Service Mgt
·- '

'

''The fish is a tradition at ·
UNH and being a reaJ
hockey fan it adds to the
excitement of the game."

Dave Jay
Senior _
Food Service Mgt

nl think the fish is gross,

it' smells and -it always
stains the ice. "

Tim Sawbawicz
Theater
Freshman
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THE UNH SKI CLU.B
.
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Presents
Bargain Package
Stowe Vt. Jan. 3-8 Includes Lodging, Skiing and Meals $195
.· weeken d Trips -· .
Jay Peak Feb. 5-7
· Stowe Vt .. feb 19~21
·1

" ·
· · Spring Break '88
Brecken f idg~ Colorad o · Still A Fe~ S .ots Left
P ·
· ·
Cancun Mexico

*Day Trip~ Every Weeken d*
SIGN UP NOW
SPACES ARE VERY LIMITED

.
. .
SEE US: ,
·_,This Wed~ and Thurs., last chance before finais=
I
11-1 MUB balcony (top floor of the MUB)
!
.
funded by PFO

.
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Com muni ty
stand ards ·

(continued from page 1)
Discussions will be held on
ca~pus -and in town to .generate
feedback. "The community discussion is a crucial role in the
process," said Garthwaite.
Selectman Alden •Winn 'said
the town has been affected
indirectly and dfrectly by past
"substandard" behavior.
The direct impact on the town"'
has been the destruction of
proper:ty, said" Winn. Signs and
streetlights neeeding replacement or repair due to negligent
behavior cost the town money,
he said.
Indirectly, the town is affected
by the "aftermath" of occurrences similar to the Acacia riot,
said Winn. Police are needed
to stop fights, injuries occur and
indictments take time, he said.
Ideally, the written draft of
_community behavior standards
will increase awareness and
make e~eryone "monitors" of
what is and isn't correct behavior, said Winn.
'T d like to see a gradual
working to a self-correcting
system," said Winn. Yet, as long
as .students think they can ignore
laws this (the draft) probably
won't have much impact.
Student Bod·y President
Warner Jones said he agrees
with the concept of a community
needing standards. Yet, he said
the jurisdiction of the standards
could be a problem.
He said he is concerned with
student rights. The draft states
that excessive rents, substand~
ard living co~ditions and tenant
discrimination for students will
not be acceptable. }Qnes said he
questions the enforcement of
_ .'.. «
these things. ·
The draft is reiterating what
is already known, according to
Jones. "It_ won't make life any
different/ he said.
President of the Pan Hellenic
Cindy Cowan said she thinks the
greek system will agree with the
written standards."It (the draft)
is not asking for anything but
no'r mal behavior," she said.
"It is not, asking. for anything
,above and beyond the greek
system," said Cowan.
The difficult pare of the draft
is enforcing the standards,
according to Cowan. "I don't
know if you can set punishments·
for stuff like that," she said.
Andy Night, Hall Director
for Hetzel and Huddleston
Halls, ·said he has ·not expe-

ruE:~~A~;-~~ct~B_E_!t·_:s : :-. . _ -~· ~.:)"--:I:·.· )( . •,: ~:·;·
HUMANi'TIES~LEGTURE SERIES - /".fpe End .of Aqt•tqiiJtf_· .
,. and .the .Rise o,f Chr:isdaq.ity,'.' John 0. Voll, .J::li~tqry;_._R ,90.!11. . ,
,
201, Murkland, 11 a.m. to •12:30 p.m.

By Dopna Morafcik ·
The University _and· Durh.a m .community
members have generated a draft of what .t hey
think the standards of .behavior should be for
Durham. Outlined below are :s ome of the
recommended behavior standards.
RESPECT FOR EACH OTHER:
Abusive language, violence, cheating and sexu'al
,
harassment will not be tolerated. .
i The Durham community should accept differences in race, gender, religion, nationality,
.
sexual prefere~ce and age.
Students .should not be treated any differently
· ' than other community members. Excessive rents,
substandard livin_g condidtions and ·tenant·
discri""~nination against cstudents are nos acceptable.
RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND PRIVATE
PROPERTY:
Stealing, vandalism and unauthorized searches
,
are not acceptable.·
.
QUIET HOURS:
-· Rights to quiet hours as well as the nght to .
make noise at "reasonable" hours should be
decided on by the community.
RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONME NT:
Littering and vandalism are not accepta~le.
There should-be agreement to confront vandalism
,and pick up litter.
J.{ESPECT FOR THE. LAW:
, · Laws for the community should be obeyed.
'PURCHASE & CONSUMPTI ON OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES:
· Purchase and consumption by minors is to
_
.
~be avoided.
> Drinking by legal-aged persons that results
·in impaired .physical or mental behavior need
·
.
be avoided'.
.
ALCOHOL.AN D:PUBLIC PLACES:
· Community members agree to abide by existing
'
local rules and laws regarding this.
:DRUGS:
Commun_ity members agree to abide l;>y l~ws
regarding the,, sale and/or use of heroin, f9Cam~;
marij_uana, LSD and the· like.
INDECENT BEHAVIOR:
Urinating, defecating, indecent exposure and
engaging in sexual intercourse in public are igreed
. . ,· .. I
. ·.
.
tooe avoided.
Students who wish to be mvolved m discu~10ns·
of these standards or would like more information
should contact Cindy Garthwai~e ext. 2050. _,

Saturday, UNH Debate Society members Barbara Hopson,
Josh Mader, and Bridget Searles,
took two first place awards and ,
a second place award in an
intercollegiate competition held
at ~rown university.

~t'We were
c ·o mp et in g
against schools
like Dartmouth, Yale,
and Williams. "
The three student debators
competed in an individual

.DURHAM-BL OOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, ,MUB,
noon to Y_p.m. · ·
STUDENT RECITAL #3
_l P:~·

1

-

Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
~

·S PANISH/PORT UGUESE FILM SERIES~ "Bye Bye Brazil."
Room 303,James,-4-6 p.m., $1.
MATH: LECTURE - "Title to .be announced." .Dr. H,aynes
Miller, professor o~ mathematics at MIT and 1).atio1:1ally known
expert in ~lgebraic ~opology. Room M-208, Krngsbury, 5
·- p.m. Refreshments will be served at 4:30, Room M-316. .
. WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY_: vs. Northeastern. Snively Arena,
.
p.m.

?

UNH WIND SYMPHONY AND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY , DECEMBER 9
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB,
,
.noon - 5 p.m.

I

to

rienced many-problem s with
behavior. Yet, he said he isn't
sure people in the community
are aware of what is expected
ofthem.
According to Night, the Standards for Behavior document
probably will not make a "monumental" difference at first. But
he said he hopes in the lohg run
it would have a possitive impact

on behavior.
The preamble to the draft
said, UNH and its comqmnity
have outlined standards found
to be in the common good. The
provision of such standards is
sought to foster an ethical
community, distinguished by
honesty, justice, respect and
caring for others.

ev,ents competition. Searles and
Mader both won first place
awards in extemporaneo us
speaking, and Hopson won a
second place in impromptu
speaking.
Tom Aley, president of the
Debate Society, said, "We were
competing against schools like
Dartmouth, Yale, and Williams.
We had only three people and
we won in two events."
"James Madison rook the
whole thing, but they had 20 or
30 people there," said Mader.
"We are just starting up, if we
could get coaches and more
practices organized we would
do better. There is a lot of
promise here." .
"It was fun, stress.iul, and
excessively' hard,"_• said Sea- ·
rles. "We went up agaihst the
best schools in the nation."
Vice president of the Debate
Society Jay Gould said, "They

WORKSHOP - "N airiobi and Beyond.'·, Presented by M_ara
Khavari, delegate to the 1985 World Conference to i;evi~w
the achievements of the UN Decade for Women on Equality,
Development, and Peace. (Sponsored by UNH Bahai Club).
.
_
Merrimack Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m.
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES- (Note prograrp and location
change) Robert Eshbach, violin, Larry Veal, ~ello, and Jo_hn
Wicks, harpsicho'rd. A recital of Baroque music. Art Gllenes,.Paul Arts, 8 p.m., free.

THURSDAY,D ECEMBERl0
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE noon to 5 p.m.

Granite State Room, MUB,
·

STUDENT RECITAL #4 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
1 p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - "Word Processing in
Reading," Dr. Albrecht Inhoff, Psychology. Room 101, Conant
Hall, 3:40 to 5 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCS COLLOQUM. - "Thermal Struct~res of
.Acadian Metamhrphism 'in New England.:'. by"Dr. C. Page ·
Chamberlain, Dartmouth College. Room 119, Jame~, 4 p.m.
LECTURE - "Science and Politics: Lysenkoism 'in the Soviet
Union," Mark Crispi, Dept. of Plant Science. Will speak
on the political di mate in the Soviet Union that led to the
ban o_n genetic research for !learly_ 25 yea~s. ~onference Room;4th floor, Science & Engrneerrng Butldtng, 7-8 p.m., all
welcome, free. ·
MUSO FILM - "Lady and the Tramp." St~afford Room,
_
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general-$2.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Boston College. Field House,
7 p.m.
CHRISTMAS CONCERT :_ UNH Chamber Chorus, flenty

. ~l Wing, directing. University Art Gallery, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11
LAST DAY OF CLASSES.
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE ~ Granite State Room, MUB,
·
·
noon to 5 ·p .m.

Deba te socie ty earn s awar ds
By Chns Paulson

PAGE FIVE

CALfr~D./;.~ L:-~:ZORM:ATION MUST BE Si.i.JMl 1TED TO
-THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 1 RQOM 322, MUB . .
(Observe deadlines on proper for_ms)

did quite respectable, consid1
ering we don't have a coach."
J;-L;::;1~ p';';~i,:.m:o :1:-~~=:·muced semi-we~-;;Aley said the debates are held ~ . : '., ~ ,.,,;,imh, ~=t-i
ch.r oughouc che academic year. Our offices are locaced in Room 151 of the Memorial
as either individual event com- .iif · Union Build_ing, UNH, Dµrh.am; NH 03.·824. Busine_ss Ofice hours: Monday-=petitions, where students comFriday 10am-3pm. _Academic year subscription: $24.90. Third class po~tage
pete individually in categories
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should c::_heck their ads the first day.
like extemporaneou s speaking,
The New Hampshire .will .in.'.,no case be responsi·ble for typographicai or odi'e~
or the q.ebates are held as cross
errors, but will reprint that_part of an a'dvertisment in whicQ a typographical
error appear,s, if notified im~edia-r-el,y. POSTMASTER: /lend add'r ess changes
examination, debates, where two
' · ,, ·
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, lJNH, ·ourha~, NH 03824._8:ooo copies printed
teams of two debate head to
'
Bidd~ford, Maine.
Tribune,
Journal
by
issue
per
t
head.
"Three year_s ago the Debate
Society was .reinitiated," said just two weeks ago passed as a 'Hied for.
Gould. "It started with six Student Activity Fee (SAF)
Patrick Sween~y, the SAF
members, last year there were ,organization, and starting next chairperson, said the Debate _
14 members, and this year ther<:; year they ~ill receive fonds from Society is unique because_it will '
are 34."
the SAF.
.be the only activity funded by
Gould said the Debate Society
Aley said "The ~money will the SAF which is academically
is broken down into two levels. · help pay for ti;:ay€l expenses, oriented. The SAF is not sup· posed to be used by academic
There are the five J;IlQnthly and tournament .costs."
del{ates on campus, and the · - Aley said the Debate Soceity clubs, but the Debate ·socie ty
·
intercollegiat·e debates.
will also be ·a·p plying for the SAF has proved _it is beneficial
Gould said,"We are worki'ng Reserve Grant for money in enough for-students to be sponwith the administration to try · January. The Debate Society sored by it.
and get a stipend for an advisor." . needs this money for nationals,
Aley said the Debate Society which they have already qual-

--,n1- o~-·, 1 1- ,

17
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oncEs
ACADEMIC
GRADUATION CEREM_ONY: Listing
of students who have filed an intent. to-graduate card for December 1987 is
now posted in the Registrar's Office.
Students who plan to graduate but are
not on the list -should contact a member
of the graduation staff.
STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM: Sponsored by Dept , of French and Italian.
For those students interested in the
Ju_r:rior Year S,tudy Abroad Prngram in
bIJon, Franc~, the ~eadline for the 19~,8~
198.9 .~ca~Q:)1Cyean1,.Decembe1"'1), 1987.
lnformanon: Dept. of French -and Italian
'
Room 102, Murlcland.
COLLEGE LEVEL EXAMINATION
PROGRAM: CLEP Testing, consisting
of both general and subject exams is
offered at U_NH on the third Saturday
of the followmg months:Jam,rnry, March,
May, June, September, and November.
The (oreign. lan_guag__e t,ests are offered·
only tn September, January, and June.
You may register for as many as two tests
m one day. ·

' ~ THLETICS_AND RECREATION

~~

B.R.E.A.K. (BAG~IT RELAX . EA f ~ .
AND CONNEC;:')_:• A, •iµnch gro~p for
Stu?ems V:7Q.O_ are d1vort~d or separated, ·
o! ~~&t ,thi_n~rng_~bout It. _We'anesdays,
Non-'Trad!t1onal~9iipent Ce·ncer, Petree
House, 11 :3CJ'a.m. to 1 p.m,; bring your .
lunch.
\

PIZZA LUNCHES: Join tlje Pizza fot
Lunch Brunch. Relax ati th~ end of the
week with good company and good food.
Pi~za available a~~ 1 per slice, Ev~ry
Fnday, Non-Tradit19n,al L$tudent Center, Pertee House, Q.'~qn to ~ p.m. . ·
FITNESS CERTIFICATES: Sponsored

l:>y Department of R~creational _Sports.

You can purchase Fitness· Cert1f1cates
, for one or m.o re of the non.-credit fitness
programs offered next semester: Aero. bic~, Aquacize, Swim Fitness and Stroke
Training, Women's ,Weight Training
and the Youth Swim Program can be
purchased thru December 31, Room 151
. · '
to 4 p.,n.
Field House, 8

a.m.

r GR~AT BAY FOOD CO-:-OP: A non-

prof1t o~ganization, we can sell natural
~ organic foods, fresh breads & pastas,
1mponed cheeses, snacks- sodas shampoos, S?aps, & more!, an lowe; prices
than pnvat~ly-owned retail stores. Store
Hours Tues. & Wed. Rec. Room· Hub'
bard Hall, 4:30 - 7 p.m. ' ·

OPEN REC SCHEDULE: Field House
open hours: December 15-18, noon to
2 p._m.; December 19 - January 3,-closed;
January 4-15, l'l:30 to 1:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday only.

HEALTH

PU~LIC S~ATIN<;i: During the x-mas
holidays, Srnvely will be open for eublic
skating 1 :30 -. 3:30. December 2c5, 27,
28; 29, 30, 31. Student ID's or free with
Rec P~s~., youths $1.50, adults $2.50.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOMEN ONLY): Women concerne,d about their drinking_ or drug use.
Fridays, 2nd floor, Conference Room,
Hood House, noon to 1 p.m.

. ' 198~ FACULTY/ STAFF DAYS: Two
weeks of complimentary activities for.
mi and your family will be held from
4 - 15, 1988. The highlight will
anuary
{;
e · the Annual Skating Party. With
, ch_aract~r,s_ ft::om the Wizrd_ of O_z jo,i ning
u~s! ~Also 1nclud~d AerobtcS, Aqua· Ex:
er\ise, Hydra-Fitness clinics, an adult
swim meet, 3 on 3 Basketball;Broomball,
Innertub~ ~aterpolo, a~d complimentary admiss10n to a men s and women's
Basketball game. Your brochure will
be arriving shortly through campus' mail.

GENERAL
THE FATHER CHRISTMAS LETTER:
Ted McKey will read J.R:R. Tolkien's .
"The Father Christmas Letters" o'ver
Wl[NH .(91.3J::M) weekdays at 5:40 p.rri.
·
unnl Decemqer 12.
LOST AND FOUND SALE: The Office
of Student Ac:tivities will hold a sale of
accumulated, unclaimed items turned
into Lost and Found. Wednesday, De cember 9, in the MUB from 10 a.m. to
4p.m.
MUB LOCKER RENTALS: Lockers
must be renewed for next semester ·
before Dec. 22. If you do not renew it,
your key must be returned before Dec.
22 ofdr your key 1eposit refund. Locks
. must be removed from the blue lockers
if you do not renew it. Stop in Rom 322,
Office of Student Activities, in the MUB.
j NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT. ;__ TEO TO _THE OFFICE OF STUDENTACTIV-

,.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEET-ING (OPEN): Individuals: ·c::oncerned
about their drinking or drug use. Mon~
days, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, 2nd Floor Conference Room, Hood
.
House, ,n oon t? 1 p.m.. . . .
.•.·r·

AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): Individuals affected by another's use of
alcohol or other drugs. Mondays, Room
21, Library, noon to 1 p.m. · . . ·

Student competes in
HaWaii teen pageant
of long forms for the contest,
By lshi Burdett
Rebecca Clark, a fre~hman at had to shop for appropriate
UNH, returned Friday froin -the clothing co wear for the event,
, Miss Teen of-Am~rica pageant and had to keep in couch with
· held -in Hawaii. Having ·received · her state director at the same
-the Miss T.E:E,N. (Teens En- time.
In spite of all her _.heavy
co.uraging Excelie~ce Nat'ionally) title, and then winning the . responsibilities Clark said it was
Miss Teen of New Hainpshir,e worch it.
"It's give and cake, just like
pageant in July,· Clark v;as·- ahle
life is. It's not all as great as it
to take pare in a 9-day sq1y in
Hawaii for the Miss Teen of seems," she said... . .
Presently, Clark said she is
·
.
America contest:
Clark, an 18 -year old com·- 'trying to catch up on the schoolmuflications major, went to high work she missed while in Haschool in Hudson, New Hamp- waii. Though there is a lot to
shire. Though she had no pre- catch up on, she sa:id her p-rovious modeling experience; she fessors have been very helpful
decided to enter . the Miss · in the process.
When ·asked ir she worries
T.E.E.N. pageant in 1986 after
her ymmger sister,Jennifer, had about her appearance, feeling
beeri first . runner up in the that she has a reputation m live'
up co, she replied that she
comest the previous year:
With her new tide--o-f Mis·s wofries no more than the av ·. T .E.E.N. of 1986, she went on . erage person. "No matter-how
to gain her current title; Miss much make-up you wear, it
Teen of New Hampshire, win,- doesn't matter because it doesn't
ning her a $500 scholarship for change you as a persori."
. Clark said she does not plan
._ · ·
college.
The pageant ..consisted of to participate . in any more
. extensive questionaires; 1rrter- pageants, nor does she plan co
·viewing. with judg~s, and ·do- become a professional modeL
thing ranging from a dress suit Her future plans are uncenain.
To all the younger girls -out
to a formal gown according rn /
there for whom Clark serves as
Clark.
"Participating in pageants a.role model with her tide, there
is like going for a job interview. is a philosophy she lives by. "To
That's the way·I look at it," Clark achieve anything, y_ou have to
have a ·dream, the priorities to
'
said.
- .,P r~,pari11g for the national _ set that dream in motion, the
pagea'nt took up most Clark;s .: ability to 'seize opportunities,
free time. On top of all her it and r_q~l< dJ_st i.e!J n t ,w low
:u\t~1' .
anyth1~s.;,tl!i{i
sch9ol work, she filled out piles f.~;
.....
..,t,.

of

t, ..

,.

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC
.. -. ·
MEETINGS: For individuals, vtho' hav~·
been affected by their pa_,rent~ :.d rinking. _ ··. · -,, . .
Thu~sday:s, Conference Room, Health . ·,,, ·
, , ".
Serv1Ces, Hood Hou.se').,2 p,m. \ .. ·. _·

, MEETINGS
CHRISTIAN SCiENCE ORGANIZATION MEETING: Weekly .inspiration.al
meetings . Wednesdays, Rockingham ..
. >.
Room, MUB, 12_:10 to I p.m
ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN IN
SCIE~CE ,CAWIS) MEETING: General
meetrng fat UNH chapter. Thursday,
December 10, 4th Floor.:-Conkrence
Room, Science and Engineering Building,
6-7 p.m.
4-H CLUB MONTHLY .MEETING:
This will be our annual Christ.mas party
and spaghetti dinner .. Please bring a $2$ 3 gift for a Yankee Swap. Friday,
December 11, UNH Poultry Farm, 6 p.m.
ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
.on proper·forms)

Rebecca Clark realized a T.E.E.N. dream in H awaii. (file photo)

RELAXATTH PRIVATEHOTTUB
'ROOM RENTALS

• SHOWERS, DRESSING ARF.A AND STEREO IN F.ACH ROOM•

·

. • TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FURNISHED•
• JUICE AND DISPOSABLE BATHING SUITS AVAILABLE •

LO\VFlt DAY HATES AVAILABLE

ONLY $1200*·

2 PE()Pl,E
I IOl JR muel 0ml hy S PM
1•Jln11orvnlln11A

Wen~nnd11 II, Hollcfny11 E,c lucJo<f

,Holi~ay Gift Certificates Available

Applications now being received for

- Transfer Into

The

RESPIRATORY THERAPY PROGRAM
For Further lnformation,_Call 617-437-3667
Northeastern University
College of Pharmacy and
Allled Health Professions
Boston, Massachusetts 0 2 11 S
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is ,that ,p,e ople in the residence . the b;ise.
halls will come dressed pretty .
"It's more accesible," .. said
much, a's ' they will stay," said Galliv_an.
O'Neill. ,
'
' President Gordon Haaland '
._·. Acc·o ~ding to Ogden, _ the approved the committee's ,plans .
·commit.tee's proposal is pased after µieeting '. with Jones. Acupon extensive research. Sur- cording to Jones, they discussed
veys were Sent out a few weeks alternative sites but· found that
· ago tb -athle:tes and non-athletes the committ~e' s pr~poseq area
· ·on wha-r' kind of activities they was the best-suited. . .
w9uJd partjcipate in if available.
Senate members ·ex p t essed '
The committee also visited the - such conc.e rn_s ~s tr:affic,. noise :
,·, ,athletic ·facilities a~ several level during cons ~ruc~ion, cost, ·
colleges.
.
·.
. . . : length oh::oqstructi(2n _
tirrie; and ,
1
, Ogder:f s.aid that the final pla,n, ,;;the.efficiency of th.e facjlit,y.
th·e committee chose was deAccording · to · Ogden, . the
rived frorn three out of twelve financial estimate would start '
sketches drawn by the archi.tec- · at $2 .miJlion. "W~ still have to
'tutal drawing classes at the look into preliminary ways of
University.
. fonding," said Ogden, "but the
"Many colleges have satellite approval for the site and floor
facilities such as this," said plan had i:o .coine first." . _
Ogden, "The building is for . The construction time, ac recreational use oply, not for . cording to O'Neil, would be
the varsity teams unless under approximately one year. "It
special ci,rcu~stances."
depends on the materials used,"
· According to O'Neil, the said O'Neil, "A steel building
satellite facility is weU-needed - for instance would go up much
beca~se of the conflicts between quicker than a brick bl.lilding."
recreational and varsity sports
"In my opinion, this facility
schedule~. "•T here's essentially. should r;neet the needs· of the
no time for students at th~ Field. campus as long as there.remains
House with the varsity schedul- 12,000 students," sai~ O'Neil,
ing," said O'Neil.
"Keep in mind that we still have
According to committee the Field House."
·
meinber Sean Gallivan, a sate!"There's a lot that's still'in .
\ite facility is a building that is question and needs to be con-:.
n,rn, organized, and managed · si.dered," said Jo·n es,' "These
by a main base (Field House) plans are still up for revision." .,
where the major part of the
. The committee~will meet
athletics function. The facility again next semester to discuss
is an alternative to pe9ple in further pla-ns·and fonding .ideas.
that-area who are far away from
·
·
·
.
.
<
•.
·
--.
. -~~.....~
I

''

•

Professor Charles Taft is an excellent educator.(Kim Hartman
photo)
juniors.
done different signifigant things
- Taft said that this may be one in teaching," he said.
· of the reasons that he won .the
. The research tl:iat Tafrand
award.
,
his stµdents hav~ d~rne has
"I think they tried to look for p_roduced 1 ~ 5 publte~tlons and
people who have in some way six patents m the Urnted States.

. L~~-."la.._.~._.._.._.._...._..,-..._.,...._.~.._..._.,_,......,_._.....~...........................................................................~......
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theft of a master key to these
build i ngs from a faculty
n:idember. dTh is in$cluded six in CI ents an some_ 11 0 in losses.
A series of obscene pho n e
cali~ ·w ere. repo:ted
a female
resident rn F.a u·ch tld H all on
Ds=cember 4th.
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' Officers
located
a male
Student
who had
.ingested
a large
qua~tity of prescribed drugs arid
taken to Hood House on De cember 5th.
. An investigation by UNH
Police officers led to the arrest

.

12 Jenk·lfls C . ..
'OUrt

,By-Chris Pollet
' ' .
,~ .
UNH Police maintained -con~ ~-'
troi over the final. b.u sy weekend
of the semester.
.·,
· ~
-. ~ffice_rs .-~~p·o,n d~d to an ~
_mCident- m Chns_tel:}sen Hall on ~
December 4th which resulted ~
in th~ arrest .in . a male student ~ .
·for disorderly conduct, simple.,~
assault, ~nd resis' c.ing d~tention. ~
The incident stemmed from ~
.a verbal confrontation in .whi~h ~
the ~.ale studen~ was a_llegedly ~
berating a Secupty Off ICer and ~
Resident Assis ta pt in a. halL ~
Officers were contacted and ~
upon arrival the student alleged- ~
ly became physica. lly com. bative, ~
was put under Protective Cus- ~
tO?Y and tr~risported to County ~

5th.

......

I

Public
·;,_:,~·, .·' .· . . ,· ' ' I
safety i
reports i

?Y

,

(continued fr.o m .pag~ 1)

By Jessica Stand~sh
Charles Taft, a mechanical
engineering professor at UNH,
has been awarded the regional
award fro~ the •American. Society of Engineering Educators
for ½xcellery.ce in instructing
students.
.
Taft said did not know that
he had been nominated by the
dean of the College of Er:igineering and PhyskaJ Science, Otis
Sproul. But he said that when
he found out in May that he had
won the award he was extremely
pleased.
"I love .it" be exclaimed, when
asked how he felt about winning
the award.
Taft recieved his first bachelors ·degree in mathmatics at
Amherst College. His second
degree was in mechanical en 1.
gineering and was earned .atthe
Massachutes Institute of Technology. He -recieved his master's
and Ph.D. degrees at th_e Case
Western Reserve U niversit:y
and began teaching there in
1961. It was there .t ha c he was
als:d honored for oU:tstanding .
teaching.
Taft came to teach at UNH
in .1967 and· in 1985 became a
member oLthe depa.rtment
chair. He has directed 48 master'.s and 12 doctoral rnndidates
in their research.
Taft said he believes it is
important that the teacher .and
stude1.1t work -tog~ther an? has
many programs in researching
with hi,s graduate students. He
has al.so designed a class for his

. -
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Prof-Win:
s instructing award
.
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For details: Dr. John Grandin
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Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors
Department of Languages
University of Rhode Island
·Kingston, RI 02881 (401) 792.- 59 11

a source ot en1oyment.
prec;ept, ex,ampl_e, or experience.

~they do
, • Teaching is a: career that gives lifetime satisfaction: Teaching in a
private independent school provides you witli flexi9le curri_cula,
small classes, motivated students and a supportive community.
O~er 750 independent schools, non-profit and non-discriminatory, ::
are •looking for people with a firm grounding in the traditional
academic subjects taught in elementary and high school. Critical
needs exist iI,1 math; science, Spanish, French and elementary
education_..

German will be the so~ language of communic ation, and German
life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
.., . t. . . ..
,
. ..
..
. intensiye la,nguag~ study. : .
. . You ~ay earn ~p to--~ine undergrad uate .or graduate credits w~ile
living in the beautiful surrd1::1ndings bf our country campus, 1~st : .
minutes away from._Rhode Island ·s m,agnifi.cen t beaches and his-.
·
.
" :::"' -toric summer colnnies. :
or
learn
to
This prog~~~ is· ide~lly suited •.for anyone wishing
improve -his or her German -. from business people and
travelers. to · students planning work or stu~y abroa~. Take
advantage of this · rare opportunit y to participate in this total .·
German Language experience .

•

..

·fvk.' hv) ·
'(v
S~t /•1S • a · S Uil n: contentment;

t~a:ch' (tech). vb: to instr~ct bf

Tlie Eiglitli Annual Cennan Summer School
of tlie Atlantic at tlie Univtrsity of Rli"ode Island in•
c~operation with the G~etlie Institute Bosto_n ..,.

111111111111111

.

.

sat 1S •.

.June 26 ..
August 5, 1988

-.
y_~ 0..-..0,...D....~~

..

•
,l" ; f·ac ,t1on

Certification is not required.
IES counsels and refers beginning and experienced teachers to
independent schools natiqnwide.
We charge no fees to the applicant.

For an Application call or write:

11±4

INDEPf:ND ENT EDUCATIONAl SERVICES .:
20 Nassau Street • Princeton, NJ 08542
1-800-257-5102 or (609) 921-6195
Independent Educational Services is • non-profit corporation directed by memi,.;r schools.

Campus- visit: Tuesday , Decemb er 8, 7 pm , in
the Senate Room of the Memori al Union .

Heart
Answers
~

·Arrylhmia .

Arrythmia' is any irregularity
or abnormality in the rhythm
of the heartbe at An abnormal rhythm., or arrythmia,
usually stans somewhere
other than the· normal ·
pacemaker cells in the heart.
. Arrythmias may be caused by
. disease or injury to the heart
or elsewhere in the body, by
drugs such as caffeine and
·by anxiety or nervousness;
Arrythmias may occur without
any sensation ~t a!I and
usually must be identified by
recording the heartrs activity
on an electrocardiogram.
Often, no special treatment is
necessary to treat or prevent
arrythmia.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

Amer ican Heart
Association

Heart
Answers

~

16 SANTA'S tEs16~ m:,SHEI..tCN F.MRDYS tUS ZfNITT-{ K
1D IUERMt~E EXftCT~ W-0 WAS NA~HlY I-ND Wfb W/>6 NICE . ..
(

-:·• Ho, ho, ho boy! Let Sheldon, the Campus
Computer Wiz, put his Zenith PC Specials
under your tree!

T'is only da,ys before Christmas .
· With finals in full swingWhich only goes to show you
That you didn't learn a thing.
'Cause you didn't follow Sh(!ldon
Who offered th-is good cheerA Zenith Data Systems PC
Goes from college to career.

The Zenith
Data Systems
eaZy pc Offer
Here's the full-feature d
computer that's so simple
to operate, you can be up
and running within minutes after opening the box.
Just plug it in and the eaZy
.
pc will tell you exactly
what to do .. . thanks to ·
Microsoft's® MS-DQS
Manager. The ea?y pc
also comes with a 14"
· monochrome monitor on
a tilt-~wivel base. Ready
to accommod ate the eaZy
TM

Visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems
Campus Contact today:

data .
systems

But Sheldon's in a festive rrwod
And forwards th-is advice-:Buy a Zenith Personal Computer
At h'is special studmtprice.
Now go celebrate your Christmas
· For you've nothing more to fearWith a Zenith Data Systems PC
You'll have better luck next year!
Have a Happy Holiday with this
Sheldon Special!
pc expansion box; And .
PC compatibility, so you
can run virtually all the
MS-DOS business and
education software. And
now-for a limited ·
time only-you can
also get a bunch of
extras with your purchase. Including the
Zenith eaZy pc Starter
Kit, Microsoft ®Works
software a1,1d the
Zenith Data Sys tems
Mouse. A $ 3 25.00
Value - yours at a
special bundle price!

Singl~ 720K 3½"Floppy
DiskDrive ,
suggested retail price: $999.00

Special Student Price:

$499°0
Also available with Dual 3½"
Floppy Disk Drives; and
20MB Hard Disk with Single
3½" Floppy Drive.
Special Offer Ends 12/31/87.

Brian Spargo
Student Representative

749-1873

Zenith Data Systems

-

Tachycardia means "fast
heart rate." The definition qt
fast depends upon the age
and physical activity of the
person. Tachycardia in a
newborn is a h_eartbeat rate
of over 160 beats a minute,
while in the teenager or
adult , tachycardia is a heart
rate of greater than 100 beats
a minute. Normal tachycardia
occurs with fever, excitement,
exercise and other similar
tem porary events, and treat- .
ment is not needed. Some
diseases, such as an .anemia
I or increased thyroid activity,
cause tachycardia and, in
those cases, the underlying
diseases should be treated ;
Often , the cause of tachycardia is unknown but can be
controlled and prevented with
medications.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

617/454 -8070

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON"
Credit Card!
Ask about how you can qualify for easy monthly payments with a Zenith Data Systems
per
own use . No other discounts apply. Limit one personal computer and one monitor
their
for
staff
and
faculty
s.
Special pricing offe r good only on purchases through Zenith C_o ntact(s) listed above by student
© 1987, Zeruth Data Sy stems
individual in any 12-month period. Prices subject to change without notice.

'

Tachycardia

.

American He a rt
Association
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(co~tinued from page 31
voice thes,e ·op{nions, but .
rather to educate beforehand,"
said -Clarke.
-.
_, _
Thom Mond, one :of the
students arrested at the: dem- ;
onstration _against the (IA las:t ,
Monday; said tha't this ,will p_e, ,
a better_way to promote aware- _:
1 ness and to educate the studerit i
body.- ·,
- ·
- . ,-_
"!:don't want to have to do
that 4gain. l,t was necessary, but
hot glorious," said Mond.
·
Tate Gotgy, another student ':· _
arrested at the demonstration _-_
last Monday and member of the · _
SAC said that this booklet will .
h·a v~ a huge impact on students. ,, ,
· He said that -t he information ,
·will make a difference whether ,
or not stupents interview with {
a company.
_ ,to

- -,WUNH.-

PULL ·D OWN SOME
PANTS AND .SKIRTS!-

: _ LOW IMPACT A-EROBICS -·
RESE,1-'RCH S_UBJEC_TS ;N.EEti,E Df
~emal~j, noq~smokers, age 25-34, who hav; n~t ex~rci:ed;
· regu:~t,:l rd-n tp{ tast ,eight weeks.
_
_
. _- _

:I~ thci~(n;r9_pani~}pate, you ~o~ld r~ceive · a complet'e ::'\:

A .LINH f.1). ~~~~% Off

fitness evaluatiori"anL~ L>w impact aerobic prqgram free <:
of charge!" ·
Call 862-2070 Pays -· -·
·
- -dr 436--0787 Nig~ts

~ ~ C l ) , ~ .~

lc,~t,,l),~c,W . ~~J,

1t,v,HJ,~11

;'$

,

~4:

•I

P~!!{~J{S

WHOllY ·ffiACRO !

T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps • Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
• _Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items

17 Ceres St. Open Late 436-8878

ln-Hou_s e Art D~pt. , . _

603/431-831_9 ,
AuturQn _Pond Park, Rt 101 Greenland,i-iH.

NOTE: DAILY BLACKBOARD SPECIALS NOW
THRUX~MAS

.- . . - _ ectives ingoing for gradua
-sand sciences: academic ·achieve_01ent, ·
dvancernent and j;Jersqnal enrichment.
+.:-./!es all U*f...-ee.''·
U~
U
1

I

Luis Mejia with Pe_te_r hat1ie and Barbara Young,
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences.

A Master 1s, Doctorate or a course for
personal enrichment from Fordham s
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences is
everything it should be.
As Pet~r Harlie says, "It1s very
rewarding-the professors demand a lot,
but they give back a lot-they1re very
accessible:
It carrie's with it a respect which has
.- beeri earned through Fordham 1 longstanding commitment to excellence.
The Fordham tradition, plus our
curriculum, will help you achieve the
goal you ve set for
scholarship or pn)te:ssic::m,11 reward.
And if you prefer to start with
ment courses now, you may take as
many as 12 credits which will count
towards your degree once you 1re acc:eptea
We invite all undergraduate degree
holders to discover more about our
numerous and varied programs. They
range from the natural and social sciences to the humanities and include
such programs as our multi-disciplinary International Political 1:.Gc;mc)my
and Development.
Luis Mejia: "Fordham's helped me
accomplish more than I personally ever
thought I could!
~ For information, please send the
·coupon or call.
1

1

'

s

--WSBE-(continued from page 1)

The executi~e MBA program
was one of the first. in the
country. ·Participants stay at the
-New England Center and take
courses on weekends. The re. sidential aspect allows srudents
to learn outside of the classroom
by living together.
According to George Abraham, -assistant dean for the
graduate programs, the small
size of the program was once
thought I to indicate that is was
a weak program . The ranking
in "U.S. News and World Re~
port" changed that perspective ·
because it was a powerful eva- luation coming from peers.
WSBE is the smallest pro -gram ranked nationally, according to Abraham. Abraham also
said personal attention is given
to students' needs. Professors
support even the most unusual
ideas for students to follow.
_ The MBA program is a two
year program. The first year is
two semesters of five required
courses each. The second year
- students still have a few required
courses to take biit they nave
choices. 'of electives.' The program is unusual because it allows
students to take courses outside
of business, acco-rding to Abraham.
Atcording to Stuart Munson,
a graduate student in his second
year, of the MBA program, "It ~
is a demanding program. The
professors are very helpful.
Most have work experience in
their field which is also helpful."
According to Abraham WSBE
hopes to go on next year to be
ranked number one.

.:

-New Hampshire - · . , , . _ .-

· (continued from page 3)
student body.
Rodler said that the major-:iiy ·
of the students who pay for the ·
station would- prefer to _hear ,··
mainstream music along with
the diverse WUNH format.
He suggested that WUNH
play a one hour block of this
rrmsic a week as it does with any
other style of music such as jazz,
reggae and the blues . .
This caused a flur:ry of protests among the regular patrons of WUNH who claimed that
students can find that type of
music anywhere on the dial,
while the music which domi~
na tes the \ on - air hours of
WUNH is difficult to find .

1

11

,------------

____ _

,
Fordham University ·
The Graduate School of Arts&. Sciences
125-Keating Hall
Bronx, NY 10458-5191 _
212-579-2137

.

Please send me-more inform-a tion about the
following' graa~ate programs:

D Biological Sciences □ Chemjs.t ry
D Classical Languages ar.1d Literature
D Economics
D English Language and Literature
D French D History
1 D Interr.1ational Political Economy 1
and Development D Mathematics
: D Medieval Studies O Philosophy
1 D Political Science D Psychology
_: D Public Communications
1 0 Sociology O Theology
1 D Masters D Doctorate
Name
Street
City

T-he Graduate School
of Arts & Science~t Bronx,NewYork

.FORDHAM
The)esuit

;.·

· .. ,....

't.-•~4

. ofNewhk

e

Zip

State

I

I

Phone: Daytime ·

Evening .

~--------------------- -

. ;,;,/~
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Breakf ast

MERRY
.

HO!

~

11'N E.SSI 1

.

/it>!.

2 pancakes served u;/ 2 egg.s any style,
$2.35
. bacon, sausage o'-r ham, c_offee or tea.

Gift Certificates
are
· available.

Luricheon
Ham and Cheese melt served w/ cup of chili.
$2.99 .

Dinner
Bak~d Virginia Ham St<!ak served~/ ·
tossed salad, mashed _potato, and a roll.

$3.50

· 48 Main St.,.

Durham, N.'H._

mw•ONNECr~t?

11••········..·····~····..··················••·······•·····•..··········..··•········.......................................
The Graduate School
is accepting applicatioris for

·Clo se to you ...

TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
PART-TIM E
GRADUAT E DEGREE STUDENT S

. · where you work,
.where you live.

, . For Spring Semester 1987-88
Deadline for application is December 11, 1987
Application forms are ava_ilable at the
Graduate School, Horton Social Science Center

------Staff:--__..___--

Kenneth Rotner, M.D.

,Jane Tallent, ARNP

Board Certified
Family Physician

Registered Nun;e
Practitioner

•■■■l■■ll,IIIIIIIIIH■l■■i•••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••..•••••••••• ..•••••••••• ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••HII

-----Offering:-----

Co me Join

On-going medical care for all ages • Physicals
On-site lab and x-ray • Same-Day Appointments ·
Open: Mon. - Thurs . 9:30 am .. - 7:00 pm
Fri. 9:30 am -- 5:00 pm

Call: 868 5080
VISA. Master Charge accepted

We process all commercial insuran,c e claim forms.

ATTENTION:

,O PEN SAT . & SUN.
Two positio ns still avilable ·
for next semest er

-Busin ess Mana ger

•

EAKFA ST
LUNCH

E ·cREAM

Y BAR. --~-~

·
$ Q UP S ·

in the Railroad Station acro11;1
Main Street from,-the Field House

SA LA DS

and -

- TRY OUR HOME COOKED SPECl~~S

. . 'A-~SH
,1 M ll,'
WJl\\Tii:(f
,-))_ ,Ifr'
1

~

.

.....

f,

~

_I)

. CHILI
,

.., ..

-Dark room Teach er

··,'

'

TAKE --OUT SERV IC~~ ~

*Con tact the MUSO office fo-r
mo're~, detai ls. Room 148 MUB
.or ca' 11 862~1485

.

'
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f
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EX-MARINE ,
Bili' Gandall's

Com e ·and hear
how the war began!
.

'

'

. .

~

I

.

i
· . COLLECi·E
·sruDENT INCOME~1·.

. A good parMime job that doesn't interfere with
clas.5 schedules, ~tud~nt activities and study time, is .
pretty tough to find 1n most college towns. Thats why ~, . the nearby Arriiy Reserve makes so much sense to ·
~
students.
After completin g Basic Training and Advanced ~ Individual Training, you serve one weekend a month
, ( usually two 8,hour days, so Saturday and Sunday _ ~ · ·
evenings are yours). And you earn over $80,a week- .
end to start. You go to two we<:;ks ofannual trainirig at
~
full Army pay.
If a part-time income could help, stop by or call:
·

I

1·

I
II
·I
I
I~
I

Call SFC Mitchell: 431-4500 .

~

Portsmo uth Recruit ing Station ,

.BE ALL YOU -CAN BE. · . _

ARMY RESERVE.

~

~

.

_.: ~

~
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, ~Edit:Ori -. _, -·- .

~ t: ~ · ' ·; r~·., ~-, ... ·";; ·.,,. ', £• • 11,. ..:. .
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Student Senclte, get a concept!
Well, that constitution says the Student
tor news, opinions and advertising for the
Senate "will receive funding from .the SAF
·.s(udent body, and provides students with
and submit an annual budget in the same
~xp.erience in journalism, business adminform and manner as required by the other
istration and gr·a phic design. After our
SAF member organizations." ( item #7 under
concept •is approved, we then work on a
the "Annual Budget Process")
budget proposal (of about $110,000) to be
reviewed line by line in the SAF Council
The constitution is also explicit about
the "form and manner." Under the SAFC
and then the full Senat~.
by-laws it says, "Each member organization
Each SAF organization, which includes
must submit a. concept and budget to _the
WUNH, MUSO, SCOPE, Cool-Aid, The
SAFC."
Granite, and 'others, must go through both
Why is it important that the Student
of these steps, EXCEPT the Student Senate ..
Sep.ate be required to fulfill a c:o ncept?
The Senate claims itself exept from
$131,925, that's why. That's the-amount
submitting a concept for review by other
.
of the SAF allocated to the Senate last year.
student organizations.
Kathleen Con(lcher, Senate business
This year the Sen;:1te continues t~ be the
manager, half-heartedly mulled over the
l~rgest piece taken out of the activity fee
pie.
i'dea of submitting a concep~ .. n the SAF
Council. The minutes · of the n.l~ ting
reported that a Senate concept would u~
The .Student Senate is the most funded
_. a "waste -of time." Presumaqly, the Senate
and least Tegu'lated organization. It is
believes that their organizatiori is too
required by its own constitution and by the
complicated to be "restricted" by a concept.
standards of integr'ity to submit a concept
The Senate believes it does not have to have
which will undergo scrutiny each year,-as
a concept for .review each year because it -- does each and every other student organ-:has quite a lengthy constitution.
_ization .

This is the time of the semester that
Greek Qrganizations are going throu_gh their
Hell weeks. It is also the time of the
semester that student organizations are
going through their own Hell. It is the
beginning of the budget approval process,
·in which the Student Senate probes, picks
and ·ponders over the Student Activity Fee
_
organizations.
Like the Greek members, who are often
heard performing songs during these weeks,
the heads of SAF organizations have been
doing a song and dance for the benefit of
the Student Senate. However, the Student
Senate does not jump through the same
hoops- that .i t ~elf-righteously sets iri front
of other organizations.
The budget review process is a necessary
evil to ensure that student funds are not
abused. The process began in November
with approval of each organization's
"concept" (statement of purpose) and
continues in Febuary with approval of
specific budgets.
_F or example, The New Hampshire's
~oncept says that the newpaper i~ a medium

••
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Panel

Aii questiQnS must have some broad
policy interest.
Any stuJcnt interested in submitting a question for consideration
should send it to me (in the Political
Science department) no la.t er than
Friday, December 11, and include
his/ her name, social security
-number, and address during the
holiday break.
This is a unique opportunity for
students to participate directly in
the presidential selection process,
and I urge all undergraduate political junkies to send me a question!
David W. Moore
Chair Year of the Presidency Committee
Political Science Department

Cotnic

To .the Editor
To the Editor
People hear us out! Wes-peak in
The year of the Presidency Comresponse to the great amount of
mittee is currently seeking students
interest that our cartoon has generto participate in the· Democratic
ated. Our goal is nor to have a
Presidential debate next January
spectacular manipulation of words,
24th, which will be televised nawe are simply using the comic to
tionally from Johnson Theater. Six
make a statement. To impress
students will be identified to ask
visio.ns upon your minds. Your
one question each of the Democratic
response to this has proved that
candidates during the debate. That
we are doing our job. Your requestion will then be addressed by
sponses are greatly appreciated and
all six candidates.
we are encouraged by your efforts.
Any student who will be enrolled
Our cartoon is· merely one of the
next semester as an undergraduate
billions of sensory impulses you
here at UNH is eligible to submit
receive throughout your day. Were
a question for selected finalists,
it- designed simply to make you
from whom the s·ix students will
smile, laugh, or even throw-up, it
be chosen. The initial screening of
would be a totally useless, trivial
applications will be made during ·
waste ·of our time, as well as yours.
the holiday break, and finalists will To the Editor,
We create these images to make ·
be notified at home of their selec- To the University Communitv:
Major ~ nstruction and renovation . you feel! They are an external force
tion. -The Committee members will
upon you. If you wish to protest
begun at the Field House. I am
has
then meet with each finalist imchem, go ahead. If you wish to praise
mediately after the beginning of -writing to request yo~r' cooperation
next semeSte'r to determine who' during the coming months by not . them, go ah~ad. But if you. attempt
to analyze them, or us, you are not
u~ing.the back entrance area to gain
the six will be.
only _missing the point, but also
Regardless of who the six are, access to the Field House Complex.
all finalists will be guaranteed a We are especially concerned with . ·wasdng you_r time and intell¢ct. Our
srrip is d~signed to hit you with a
the Colivas Road/railroad tu1;uiel
seat at the debate.
ton )f feelings. If we have done.our
Each student w.ho gets to ask a area. Heavy equipmenr is opera,ting
pau and inspired some son of
in this area, a_nd it is_unsafe for tour
question will address the question
in you, the. rest is up co
emotion
.
,
;
,
:
.
use.
·
The
canclidates.
the
of
to just one
During the next nine momhf we _,-. you. We -would hope that you use
question may be particularly apthese feelings to change things of
request your cooperation by us-i ng
propriate to tha~ candidate, or it
may be a question chat could be . the Main Street entrance to . t-he .. impoftance,,_.such as your world,
Field House Complex. Thankf}iilu ·' your relationships, your mind. We
addressed to any of the -' S<ix candih9pe that our _~tr_ip _will cominue
dates. In e-ither case, the question . for your patience and cooperat?n
,,, , , t.<) 'help yo4:.:look at things in ·a ·
should be-broad· enough so that the , during t~is time. , ·.; ·
. · Michael O'~eil · different way and to make you feel.
other candidates can respond to the
,,,,, _, · .. _ Sincer,ely,-·
the Diviiion . _ . . "
. Director
question, or at -least discuss it. No
Athletics &-Recreatia'nal · . ' ··· t>orntnk Anaya andJosh ~lack
question's should de-a l with the
The Creators of Somanic PunctuaS~rrs
_personal life of just o~e cand~dat~.
tion
f,:'.,

Unsafe
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No right to be apathet ic
Lase week, on November 29, the i's land nation
of I;f aici made the first attempt at free elections
in thirty years, following the collapse of the brutal
dictatorship of President Jean-Claude "~aby .Doc"
Duvalier in February 1~86. Power is now held by
the military, but will be turned over to a
democratically-ele~ted civilian government next
February, according to Lieutenant General Henri
Namphy, who leads the existing provisio:1al
government.
/
Approximately one hundred Haitians who lined
up to vqte- at· a school only a shore distance from
the presidemial pa.lace were sec upon by a group
oi fifty to one hundred armed men. The attackers
fired automatic weapons indiscriminately into the
crowd of voters; victims. who sought refuge in the
school were methodically hunted down and shot
or hacked to death and mutilated. Accordi11g to
eyewitnesses, the massacres took place while soldiers
and police looked on, and, according to some
accounts, participated in the murder of 'the voters ..
-According to Haitian radio reports, at least fifteen
people were killed. Foreign journalists, some of
whom were victims a·s well, estimated the death
toll as much higher.
· Eyewitnesses and survivors believed the attackers
were remnant members of the Toncons Macoute,
Duvalier's old bodyguards. Elections have subsequently been suspended, and the United States has
suspended' virtually all military and economic aid
w this naEion, which is the poorest in the Western
Hemis.p here. The flickering candle of hope for

democracy in Haiti is dying, and may go out
altogether.
.
What lesson can you, as a U.S. citizen, learn fron
chis? People in Haiti, as in' ocher oppressed nations,.
are dying for the right to vote. The r.ighr to vote
is che most fundamental privilege of any citizen
in a democratic stare.Yet a pathetically small number
of Americans exercise their right to vote, which
is as dear as life itself to people in other nations.
It is sad to know that so few people take advantage .
of die opportunity to vote in a nation that is based
so much on that privilege.
..
.
Take advantage of your right to vote. Get out
and register, and shake off the fetters of apathy.
At UNH, we've had an excellent opp_o rrunity to
meet the candidates for president, and to hear what
they have to say on major national issues. The "Year
of the Presidency" program has provided students
with the opportunity to meet these candidates
individually. The program will culminate on January
24, 1988, when UNH will host a major debate among
the six Democratic candidates for president, hosted
by NBC commentator John Chancellor. Students,
faculty, and staff alike will have a unique opportunity
to attend the debate live in Johnson Theater. Due
to the limited seating capacity of the auditorium,
a lottery will take place for available seats. We urge
everyone to respond to the nearly 16,000 applications
that were mailed out to the University community.
Pleas-e fill out your applications for seating and
return it by Friday, December 11th, as stated, for

By Jay Gould and · Todd Quinn
'

.

.

.)

consideration. Students will also have the oppurrunity to ask questions of the candidates on a limited
basis. If you are interested in questioning a candidate
in the Johnson Theater on the evening of the debate,
then submi-t a question of national concern to
Professor David Moore, chairman of the "Year
of the Presidency" committee, in the Political Science
Department by Eriday, December 11. This is a unique
oppurtunity to take part in the selection process
for the next President of the United States.
Though the dedicated time of many individuals
may seem invaluable in putting this program
together, it will all be in vain, unless you as a student
and member of the University community take the
time to register to vote before the N.H. Primary
on February 16th. If we continue to live qn _the
assumption of "letting others do it for us" then.
we might as well live in a country like. Haiti where
we would not be abused for our-apathy. The N.H.
prip1ary is only two and a half months away; excercise
your right as a member of a democracy, and become
politically active. If you find ir_not important to
excercise this. privilege to vote and be involved
in the political process, then just think of the people
in Haiti and what they would give to be in your
shoes.

Jay Gould is a student member of the "Year of the
Presidency" committee. Todd Quinn is a member ,.
of the Students for the University Council. Both are
Student Senators.

Th'.1eves
. ...
'''
By Bob Leavitt

.

.

Is there something at the, University that is caus_iD:g Y?U
unnecessary aggravation? A _final message·you are inter~sted

··i'n leaving to the campus at the close of the semester?
Some
.
\

~

'

,- ·:holiday cheer? Now is your' chance!!! The Forum Page is the

The numerous semesters I have served at UNH.
while becoming a senior have witnessed some
profound changes. One of the more unaccountable
and potentially disheartening changes is that I
actually enjoy the food and coHee in the dining
halls. But other things are not apt for such radical
change unfortunately; the library is a monumental
testimony to this. Interesting stories of Jack of space
and occasional subtropical conditions within have
passed from class to class; generation to generation.
Needless to say a major source of the problems
students face in the library are due to bizarre
budgetary constraints, but as irrational as this
problem is it is not the only one.
It is important to be aware chat there is another
series of problems that are bothersome. So, haven't
you ever looked for a book to find that it was missing,
stolen, or due last month? Maybe this has h-apperied
to you; it's not fun. What about periodicals? Have
you ever been surprised to find that the library
has the periodical you want, but when you get to
it you find the one page of fifty that you wane ripped
out? .
.
The disregard and lack of respect of some people
toward the resourees in the library and toward the
other people who might like to use them is just
as frustrating as any of the other problems in the
library.
Have these problems ever affected you or a loved
one in his or her pre-research turmoil? Well maybe
the culprit is sitting infron~ of you. M~y~e that's
the one that has the book that was due last month.
It that's them, don't you feel like flicking a booger
in-their ear? Well go for it, they deserv~ it.
Look to your right, maybe that's the one that
ripped the page our of the reserve reading. Or maybe
it's the one that was playing all evening in the library, ·
last week, with his or her whoopy cushion. Gee·! -·
Wasn't that funny? But then again tools have thr
right to use the library also.
·
· · · 'The library needs help to sol_ve the serious ·
p,roblems of space, the reduced nqm~r oJ pe.riodi,cals, .
etc., but equally important is the respect it -deserves .
from the people that use and depen9 upon .it. Help
Mr:· Dimond-out.
. ·P.S. Whoever took out the boc:>k ·by Newbury C.;
Du 870 .N48, it was due three ~eeks ago. · '
· .,.. · ·

From $5 To $510001 We Have
Wonde~t Mµsical Gifts For
Everyone On Your List.

Yamaha Receiver. Why settle for less
than Yamaha quality? 37 w/ch. Digital
tuning. Multiple inputs for use in
AN system. (RX-300) ......................:.......... $249
Nakamichi Professional Quality
Headphones. If you think your little ·

Nakamichi CD Player. Just_in -

Naiad Speaker Stands. Mdst ~peak.ers
(especially bookshelf models) will sound
audibly better on Naiad
stands. (L3000) :.............................. pr. $34.95

the most affordable Nakamichi CD
player ever. Programmable. Wireless
remote. Destined to be a bestseller. (OMS-1) ...... :...... ,...... ::........ $29~

-'
"walkman" headph<;mes sound
good, listen to these! (SP- 7) ................ $79.95
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Yamaha CD Player. P.rogrc;1mr:naole .

"
·
midi-size player with 3-beam laser
pick-up. (CD-X5U) ....................................... $239

NEC VHS VCR with HQ. Fel:ltures
direct-coupled video head for reduced
picture "snow". Programmable.
High-speed search. Remote.
(906) ················:············ .......................$249

Klipsch Floor-Standing· Speakeris. For
those who like it loud, but don't like i•t
distorted: These will part your hair with
about 20 watts a channel. (KG 4 ) .... pr. $499

Yamaha CD Player. Full-size program'Tlable player with remote.
(CD-X500) .................. ,................... $329

ADS High Performance Speakers.
•Beautiful European-style cabinetry. Very
smooth, natural, "invisible" sound .
.. ....... pr. $399
Best sellers. (L570s)..

Alpine "Theft-Proof" Car Cassette
Receiv~r. Slides but of dash when
Boston· Acoustics Bookshelf Speakers.
These are the best buy in the busi·ness.
Rich, natural sound. Cabinets will fit
just about anywhere. (A60s) ......... ,.. pr. $189

Denon High
Performance
C-90 Audio
Tape. Special

Monster Cable
Performance
Speaker Wire.

Kenwood Digital 4·Head VCR.
Super-clear, stable picture with
incredible special effects. VHS Hi-Fi
stereo sound system, remote.
Fantastic! (KDV-937) .................. $699

The simplest way
we know of to
make a good
stereo sound
noticeably better.
20-ft. mini-reel.

high density
formula delivers
maximum signal,
minimum hiss. (HD8) ...................... ........ $3.99

Nakamichi Professional Quality
Cassette Deck. Just in' Advanced trans-

$9.95

port design combined with top .
electronics, Dolby B&C NR. (CR-1) ...... $329

,

~
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<_t /
Yamaha Remote Control Receiver.
50 w/ch with very low distortioo.
. Vi.deo switching·. Precise digital tuning.
Full-function remote control.
. .........$369
(RX-500) ......
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Kenwood High-Power Car Cassette .
Receiver. Features include auto-reverse .
FM noise reduction. digital tuning,
clock, 16 w/ch amp. (KRC-2001) .. ....... $229

Use Your Tweeter Charge
And Don't Make Your First
Payment For Three Months!

· Proton Professional Quality 19" TV
Monitor. Almost startling picture quality.
· In.credibly rich colors and depth of .
field. MTS stereo. Remote. (619) ..... ...... $599

.

NASHUA
520 Nashua Street
880-7300

,,.• • - ::::::❖.
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not in use. Features 16 w/ch amp,
....... $349
· Dolby NR. Great unit' (7283) .

,
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SOUTH NASHUA
Pheasant Lane Mall
888-7900

-

Mitsubishi 35" TV Monitor.
The ultimate toy for the adult sports
fan - it will change your attitude
towards television. Built-in stereo
... .. ... .. .$2, 799
_sound. Remote. (3513) .

NEWINGTON
Fox Run Mall
431-9700
MANCHESTER
Mall of New Hampshire
.
627-4600
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'

Performance Tonight

·Brando .B o,o k

Christopher ~ickens
dology, this is an esse4_t.ial
Brando
.
guidebook.
h
h
h
Although the book proves to
A Biograp 'Y In P otograp s
be very enjoyable in its present
Do_lphin/Doubleday Books
form, there are some subtle
By Arthur Lizie ·
Nowa~ays, most people's touches which could have made
introduction to Marlon Brando it a great book instead of a very
seems to be through Chris good one. ,
The main drawback is inherElliot's running gag on David
Lerterman's Late Night. Elliot enc in the situation. As Brando
dresses up as the wacked out will not talk to the press and ·
island recluse, throwing in "May has not made a movie since 'I be so bold?" and "the banana , 1980, there are no recent quotes
dance" for good meas~.He. Ir's Jsrating Brando's point of view.
funny, but it's wearing thin It would have been very fasci- naring to get his views on the
quickly.
Christopher Nickens' new world today, alt-hough one can
coffee table book Brando: A . suspect his views have not
Biography In · Photograp_hs changed much from 1950 when
offers quite a different view of . he taunted · gos.s ip reporter
The UNH Wind Symphony directed by Stanley D. Hettinger, picnired here, performs wi'th_· the man who for a shore rime Louella Parsons as "the far one"
ruled Hollywood. In it, we see or 1986. when he lamented "My
the UNH Symphony Qrchestra, directed by Robert Eshbachan, tonight °at 8 p.m. in The Johnson
not1a foolishly demented artist, privacy is constantly. being
·
Theater.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 but a person claustrophobic invaded." •
Another problem is the lack
under the watchful eye of the
of daces. This happened in 1950
public.
The main focus of the book and chat happened in 1961, but
is on the photographs, many of there are no . specifics. Also,
there is no ·filmography which
them startling aitd refreshing.
We see Brando with stars (Ni~- would have made it easier to
cholson, Sinatra, Malden and track his career.
Ultimately, the faults can be
others), with various girlfriends,
and, most importantly, by him- ignored in Brando: A Biography
self, studies of an often wasted In Pictures if one takes the book
at face value: a biography in
·
creative force.
The text is interesting as·,t . pictures. · From the serious tci
. follows Brando through the the sublime, the various com. various. ups ( On The Water- ponents of Marlon Brando,
Columbia Jazz Masterpiece Series
front, A Streetcar Named De- misunderstood ge_nius, are capsire, The Godfather) and downs tured here in entertaining,
The album ends with two cuts ( Candy, The Appaloosa and undulling photographs. Ir's
194'.2. It is both an extraordinary
The Bebop Era
cut and a great .c omposition: · by one of the towering figures countless others) of his career. worth the effort to pick up over
and
of bebop, Charlie Parker. The For those unschooled in Bran- the holidays . . ·
Monk would record it himself
· The 1930,'s-]azz Singers
first cut is his own composition
nearly 15 years later with one
By Marc A. Mamigoaj.an
"Ornithology," recorded with ~ - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - of his best bands, which included
his quintet that included GilJohn Coltrane and others.
lespie, Bud Powell, and Art
Continuing its Jazz Mast~rNo bop collection is complete Blakey. The final number is
pieces series, Columbia Records without at least one Dizzie
Monk's "Rbund Midnight,"
has recently released two val- Gillespie tune; unfortunately,
with similar personnel playing,
__..
uable compilation albums, The one is all we gee, the early "Good
live from Birdland- in 19.51.
Bebop Era and· The 1930's Jazz Bait," from 1945.
·
Singers. Both discs attempt to
Although this album (as all
hie the highlights and include
compilatio"n albums must)
the .major figures of their releaves out too much, · it is a
sp ecti ve eras, and to a large
superb" introductory album to
extent, they succeed.
the world of bebop for those
who may be just starting to
T he Bebop Era covers, roughlisten to it. For more seasoned
listeners, it is a good chance to
ly, the 1940s as a whole , alget some tunes that may be hard
though the style (not to meQt(on
to find elsewhere. Eicher way,
t he term itself) did no r really
it's a good listen.
co me into vogue until the lace
40s. What makes the collection
particularly valuable is that
With regards to the secqnd
ra ther than plunging head first
into the bebop scene of the late
collection ofJ_EUleJbig band jazz
40s, it shows what led up to it
vocalists of the 19'3fis;J hesitate
•••••••••••c • ••••••• • ••••••••••
to say too much, because I think
and how 'it developed. There is
· no "definition" of behop, any
O rte of the albums standout that doing so would spoil the
more than there is of jazz itself, tr acks is "Keen and Peachy, " fun of the alhum. All that really
bur there are a few basic con- · recorded by Woody Herman and needs to be said is chat it
cepts1worth knowing about it: his Second Herd. This cut, contains performances by Ethel
as opposed to the big ba n ds, however, and che Gene Krupa Waters, Louis Armstrong, Fats
bebop groups tended to be tunes on the album .also, seem Waller,, Bing Crosby, Mildred
smaller, the tempo of the music to me to be more "big band-ish" Bailey, and of course Billie
tended to be faste r , and the than bebop. Granted, it was a HollidaYI at or ne,a r their peaks
so loists we r e allo wed mor e fine line, sometimes, between of popularity and quality. The
space for improvisation. Other the two, and slnce the compilers music, recorded.between 1930
than that, it's pretty much "well, of the record doubtless know and 193 7, is so 'incredibly evocyou__~now it when you hear it." - fa ri more about the subject than ative of the period that it is
I do, I wiH rake it all_on faith.
virtually impossible to imagine
such music being created at any
Side two contains .three curs other rime; this is not to say thatTheloniu's Monk was one of
the seminal figures in the bop . by che legendary Metronome i c is dated, however. Like Sgt.
moveµic::;nt ,' and although none · .All-Stars groups; whose person- Pepper in the 1960s, chis music Tamara. Rozek, a s~nior music major, will g i ve a recital on
of h'is recordings are included, nel included, at various times, is very much of its time, and .if the Hende_rson Memorial Carillion Friday, Dec. 11 at 12:30
several of his compositions are Gillespie, Stan Getz, Max you want to g~in an understand- p.m. She is the first recipient of the Barbara .Mead Russell
to be found recorded by other Roach, and other 40s greats. ing of a period, a pretty good (UNH '70) Carillion Prize, an award established to give a student ·
acts. The album opens ·with •side two also contains a record- place to start is with its music.
Monk's "Epistrophy," as fr- ing by a very yoting Miles Davis And this is the music of the early with "exceptional music talent" the opportuntiy to_ play the
carillion.
corded b~y Cootie Williams i~ from 1949, "Don't Blame Me."
30s. ·

Excellent Columbia
Jazz Masterpiece
Re issues Continue

Student Recitill
~ --

Bebop

& '30s
Jazz

j
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Lol1g Players; Short
Takes: Sylvian, Silos,
And Others

\

-

By Arthur Lizie

I

Various Artists Straight To
-. He/l/(Enigma Records) - This
soundtrack for Alex Cox's
spaghetti western Straight To
He/l(tided after The Clash
_ song) is essential listening for
any ·and all fan~ of The Pogues, ·
a surprisingly i9creasing
number of folks. Of the five
songs included from that rolling bunch of barroom
brawlers, both the cover ver·
sion of "The Good, The Bad,
and The U g!y'' and the original
tune "If I Should Fall From
Grace With God" are must
listens. The MacManus Gang
a.k.a. Elvis Costello adds an interesting "Big Nothing." U nforrunately, kind words-can not be
awarded for the two Joe
Stru{Ilmer throwaway cuts. The
film ~el{ is alr_e:i.dy out on
home vide~;o,iind it ~i.:;kel and
Ebert are any 'indication,. Cox's
new theatrical release Walker,
also including music from Joe
Strummer, will be out next
month in the home format.

U2 ("With Or Without You···)
or Robert Palmer (" Addicted
To Love") or other big selling
stars, but they instead chose to
be democratic and let each
band, including Jimmy Cliff
("The Harder They Come"),
Free ("All Right Now"), The
Buggies ("Video Killed The Radio Star"), and Sparks ("This
Town Ain't Big ErioughFor
The Both Of Us"), have only
one song. The star ends up_being Steve Winwood, who recently bolted the label for a lucrative deal with another l.abel,
with solo, Traffic, and Spencer
Davis Group material representin.g his long association
with Island. A worthwhile int.roduction and r,etrospective
for one of the truly imaginative
record compani(ts.

,

Hill." The real jem here is a
g~itar duet between Mark
Knopfler and Chet Atkins on
John Lenn~n's "Imagine." Also
includes cuts'by Nik Kershaw,
Lou Reed, Joa.n Amiatrading,
and Erasure. In spite of its
faults, worth a listen.

David Sylvian Secrets Of The
Beehh:e/(Virgin Records) ,David Sylvian does not cre~te
new age music, but he comes
dangerously close. The addedingredient that his music contains is tension, something
from which the produced-forunwinding-yuppies new age
purposefully lacks. This is
light, tasteful, and harmonious
music, like toned down Roxy
· Music. The flugelhorn and
trumpet of Mark Isham on a

The Johnnys Highlights Of A
Dangerous Li/e/(Enigma Re- ·
cords) -The "critics" word is
in: "Sure not country ... sure is
good" - Neil Young; "Country
and Western Loonies" - Johnny Lydon. Both of these state'ments -are true, not to mention
irrelevant. The Johnnys can .
best be described as a cross between Johnny Cash and the'
Hoodoo Gurus: a band that
plays country tinged garage
rock. "The Day Marty Robbins
Died," "In jun Joe," and "Slip
Slap Fishin"' are the standouts
of an enjoyable batch of kneeA.C. Reed I'm In The Wrong
slappin' songs.
Business/(Alligator Records) Longtime saxaphone and vocal
Motorhead Rock 'N'
man A :C. Reed steps out on his ·
Roll/(GWR/Profile Records)
own with· an overly slick but ul- Sorry for the missing umtimately rewarding debut LP.
lauts, but these typing gizmos
Friends Stevie Ray Vaughan,
only have a limited capacity.
who looks right purty on the
What ~an be said about Motorsleeve, and Bonnie Raitt help
head that hasn't .already been .
out with the completely self
sairl: they're loud, grungy, obwritten album. The title song .
noxious, and wonderful. Lemand "Don't Drive Drunk" are
my has even brought original
the best s~ngs.
drummer Philthy Anima) Tay- ~
lor back into the fold. If you've
Various Artists The Secret Poheard one Motorhead song
/iceman's Third Ball (The Musyou've heard them ·all; the title
ic)/(Virgin Records) - Anothsong and "Stone Deaf in the
er benefit to help out Amnesty
USA" rule to ultimate proporImernational, a worthy cause
few tracks is a pleasant tou~h.
tions. Hold your ears and bop
(fi.rst Tuesday of every month
As refreshing as an early mornto the excruciating beat.
in Ham-Smith), another uneving summer sea breeze.
en album. The head.liner
Various Artist$ The Island Sto- grabbers here are Duran Duran John~y Clegg. and ~evloka ·
ry/(lsland Records) -This dou- who bore with "Save A PrayThird Wor:/d Chi/d/(Capitol
ble album issued to celebrate
er,"-Peter G.abriel, who pres€nt- Records) - African ·and regga~
the 25th anniversary of-Island '
ed a tighter live version of his
music should be loose, not conRecords is a refreshing congrat- South African anthem "Biko"
·· fined co the sterilities of the
ulatory slap on the back: It
on Plays Liveand Kate Bush,
modern recording studio.· H:e- .
gives an even and fair portrait
who shows up with2/3 of the
rein lies the main problem
of the label. Island could easily
current Pink Floyd for a runwith Third Wor/4 Child. It's

A Better Alarm
The Alarm with Silent Running
Orpheum Theater,
Boston~ MA
time , around, held the band
December 5, 1987
together with his ever increasBy Arthur Lizie
ing presence. Drummer Twist
It's refreshing when a band competently held the beat.
The music was a strong,
takes a chance and it pays off.
Take The Alarm for example. intense, and logical blend of old
For years they relied on the ("Blaze Of Glory" "68 Guns"
heavy handed bravado of an.- "Absolute . Reaqty" "Knife
themic runes to relate their Edge") and new ("Rain In The
message of .s trength, hope, and Summertime," "Shelter" and
love. This year; wit,h the release five others from the new LP),
of Eye Of The Hurricane, the taking an equal amount of
band left the gregarious world material from each of the band's
of social politics in favor of the three albums. Although the self
more realistic world of personal titled EP was neglected, even
politics. While the record is an · the standard opening tune
uneven affair, the band's five "Marching On," included were
performance is stronger than a Woody Guthrie so·n g, "This
ever with the incorporation Train," which .turned into a
joyous hoedown/ singalong, and
their readjusted vision. •
Gone is the falsly dramatic a snippet of the band's first
extending of songs to epic · song, "Unsafe Building."
. The highlight of the show
porportions which tended to
corrupt past shows. Also gone occured with "One Step Closer
is the ofre·n mindless between- To Home," a long time Alarm
concert standard which just
song patter and praising of the
audience, which may be heart-. made it to vinyl this year. Sharp,
felt, but still sourids tacky. There · alone on the stage, began to
strum away at his twelve-string,
was less can for audience parworking himself into a frenzy.
ticipation, a mainstay of an
As the'song built to the breaking
Alarm show, although the
point, he was joined by the rest
crowd still participated when
of the band, pushing the sung
necessary (during both "Deeside" and "Where Were You · over the top. It sounds a bit
comy, if not predictable, but it
Hiding When The Storm
works well. The show, and this
Broke," played as encores,
song in particular, indicate that
"cards" are mentioned in the
!h£ Al~rm' s ~utur~ fO be-wlJeaded
lyric_s, c; rnsing a shower of
m the nght direction. · · · ·
playing cards to be thrown by
Not· as much can be said, at
the cr9wd). It was less packaging
least not in praise, for the
and more rocking which made
opening band Silent Running.
for .a more enjoyable and perThe latest in a string of Irish
sonal show. The Alarm let their
bands to make the v.oyage: to music do the talking.
America, these boys are m;>thing
The band was stronger than
if not derTvative. Let's see, the
ever. Mike Peters, lead singer
vocalist seeins like Jim Kerr
and occasional guitarist, posed
from Simple Minds. The guitless and concentrated more on
arist is fifth rate Edge. The ·
singing. Guitarist Dave Sharp
took a step into the spotlight . bassist and the dr.ummer undoubtedly sound like they are
only when n(teded, cutting down
copying somebody. More imon his needless theatrics of past
agination, Jess emulation would
shows . Bassist Eddie MacDobe nice.
nald, who didn't sing at alf this
\

po, guitar based fun, Doctor's
Mob have spent many a night
listening to Bob, Greg, and especially Grant from Minnesota,
in acldition to the Ramones, X,
and The Replacements, all of
whom they thank on the inner
sleeve. "It's Up To You'~is the '
best track on the very enjoyable
Tommy Erdelyi (Ramones) produced disc.

places, ·but it's too sterile, too
manufactured. Not that it
should be\mpasteurized and iin:.
homogenized:J.ike unsafe milk,
but it should have some rough
edges>Gumba GumbaJive" is
.the bes.t track. ,
.

Doctor's Mob 'Sophmore .
S/ump/(Relat~vity Records) Oh, what Husker Du have left

The Silos rrTennessee Fire"·
12"/(lndependent Label Alliance) - "Tennessee Fire" is a
song from The Siio/ latest LP ·.
Cuba. Although.not the strong- est' track on the record, this
good ol' rock and roH still sits
well on the ol' turntable. Two
,previously unreleased tracks, ,. ,
''Get Back My Name" ,and '.'Get
•. BaclyMy Name" are interesting
.if.not a little ~ut of the orcdi- ·
nary f~r ~he band. A fourth ~ ·
track "Start The Clock" }s the
band's Velvet Underground " i'."
.: tribute from their startling de- .
but album'About her'steps; ·
The albµms are priority pur- · .

,., ,,
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- - - - - - -COMM ITTEE-- --llllll!ill ll---------~·:;,f·:·''"·
(conti~ued
and exec.~~ive pos1t10n as .i.:
stands right now," said Scerina.
Having the ,counc-il :¢hairpersons \',defrne r.hbr· roles a.s
councils'', ·they fou.nd .._;ha:'t ·was
m,issing in the senate, said
Scenna.
Student Body Vice President
Sabta Clarke said although some
executive members may not like
it, the . new committee was
meant tci over'l:tp an:d give
different angles on issues.
· "A lot of s_tudencs are really
concerned with day-ro~day ·
··
things;"-·c1arke said.
This way, Clarke said, the
Senate can deal with the· little
chings as well as _the "bigscope"
issues. Accordin'g to Clarke, the
Execmi ve ;Courfril was afraid
that if they expanded committee
positions it ·w0uld be harder to
get people tO fili chose places.
This introduced the need to take ·
a closer look at representation. '
• • .••

from page 3)

Scenna said that next semes- . named next week. · };r ,;,,c.:;,- 1f" ~. -.,n ,_
,Scenna explained •i;h a"ct sh,e ,,'.;'\'.,
ter will be a trial peri_o d with
the te,9 new seats. She S?,id there would take over the Student Life"· .
has orily .been on~ represe,,ra::. Council since the PIO position ,
tive for each dorm befo1~. With · is getting abolished a1,1q ·R9d Williamson, Chrisrianson and .erick would be taking 'over the
the Undergraduate Apartments Executive Officer position. This
getting one more senator and solution was worked out to avoid
Stoke Hall getting two more having to add another compensenators, they will ·have to see sated position in the ~enate. · · :: .
Roderick said he was excited'·
how effective the change will
take the position of-Executive
to
_
.
,·
.
be.
If having more than one Officer since he has an interest
senator per residence ha'Il does in helping minorities and asnot work out, Scenna said, the sisting policy making on diver,-(
..
· .,
commuters will probably also · sity issues.
Scenna mentioned that the
lose the five additional senators
main goal of ~he Student Life ·
they are recieving.
At the Senate meeting last Council is to "bring the Student
night, Student Body President · Senate to the student body." She
Warner Jones· sa.id ·he was in gave an example of how ·the
favor of both of these changes: Senate is working towards this
Jones said there would be a by requiring senators to be
"shuffling of posit.ions" in the responsible for their votes. They
Senate's structure and the heads must vote the way the majority
of the committ~es would be of their constituents feel.
···

•• -~8.-..•. .•.•~t::.s~:t.».

'RESUMES .

Electronically Typed
$18.50 includes

Dec·ember 18-20
TH.E PICTURE._PLACE
Co~e ch~ck out our Ph<)to Gifts, .
for tfiat Personalized
/

Look

_·

.. ·_,,

'

Hurryl Order must pe in by Dec:mber 11th
to insure Christmas delivery.

THE MEMBERS OF PHI KAPPA THf:TA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATu'LATEALL .
OF THE NEWLY INITIATED BROTHERS:

Typing, Sele~tion of Pa~r and Envelopes

-

·.

Plus ·

21 copies* 25 envelopes* 25 extra sheets of paper
. Changes easily made with our One Year memory storage

Open Mo?day - Friday 8:30-5:30

Dur ham Cop y
_Jenkins Co:urt •Durham , N.H.•868 -7.0 3t

ROGER BAKER
PERRY BARNETT
. BRETT CUTLER
JOHN DICKEY
MIKE EZEKIEL
AL. GiLBERT
··· BRUG);: GIROUA.~D.,

PAUL KOZIELL
MIKE MANZO' -·f'
TOM MORSE
CJ TACINELLI
. GREG TAYLOR
BRUCE STIMON

-~:·,.-. •··:·-~:J r .F'"~
. I~::-·;,

~L),.:

i, .'., •· · -,

_i;

i" .•--; ::,: ·:- -~'.'., •

.12~t.1;': ~.-;'f"/.",i -f.tjL.\; ',;·.:·.~d

c~t··:-
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. ·MOTHER GOOSE & GRI.MM

by Mike Peters .

BLOOM COUNTY
I fJON'T

11550C111m
H0/7&6

r

/3VP/JY f'

W!m

P/&5.

\

by Berke Breathed

6WNIJHO/:,/

Iffl fl
(i(l)(J#PHtlJ!

I

HO&.
P/6.

IiHO(JflHT
YOf/ We/?€
fl /3/G
bffl</3/t..

I

"/

SHOE

by Jeff MacNe//y

GK'1'~EJZ'?... IN lJ.1£ .
FOU..ON1~8 SENTENG£,
,, I'D LIKE
TA~ '(Ol)
TO 1U~ MOVIES.'.%

11-IAT~ ONE OF -rnOGE.

PRO~ITIONAI.. f'M~GE~.

ro

::'

Prints

andSlldeS
-

KUDZ.U

J,1.•'tf

By Doug Marlette

P.REA.C.1-tER, OoYOU
RECOGNtZE 1'~15

.

... AND 1'HIS 0\-lE. ...

vou:.~~:.
Wli-LIAM S"'fOLE

A?Pl.E5 r:ROM MY
ORCAAR.D ...

RU~N\~G
~Q. PRESiDENi

AlN ,,. Wi-\Js.r

~SE.D 1:0

rr

BE.'

from the
same'roll

Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion ··
Picture film foruse in your 35mm
camera: Now you can: use the same
film-With the same fine grain and
rich color saturation- Hollywood's
top studios demand. Its wide
exposure latitude is perfect for
· everyday shots. You can capture
special effects, too ..Shoot it in
bright or low light- at up to 1200
ASA. What's more, it's economic;al.
And remember, Seattle FilmWork:s
lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!

-----------.----''1987 SFW

Calvin and Hobbes
D\D ~O\J SEE WE ~f\\JE A:
8ST\T\JTE 1£1\0.\~

GI-\, NO! T\.IAT CAN O~L'{
Mt:f.N O\JR lEAl TEI\C\-\t.R

by Bill V\(atterson
TI-\E~'RE TR{\NG

mSUB~ER\ US · I TI-HNk ONE

UTTl.f. KIDS W111-\ SUBLIM\t-.\t..L 0~ \JS \-\~S
R()(\(E\"ED BAC.K TO St\iURN MESSi\GE'S IN OJR 10<IBX)l<S, Bffil EATtNG
m REf~RT m ~~R SUPtRl()RS!. lt.\l.l~G \IS T~ l\JRN IN 0~ 100 MIJG\
P~R&\TS W\.IEN \\4£ S~\\JR~\~S PASTE \~
t\1ThCK! Ef1.R1\-\ 'tJ\LL 8t.
ARr CLASS .
. ~t-\D~£D \-\ELP\.ISS!

·.. ~I\\,,\

FREE Introductory Offer

D RUSH me two 29-exposure rolls of
Kodak MP fil_m for my 35mm camera.
·rd like a 2-roll starter pack including
Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed
is $2 for postage and handling.

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _.:.___
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ _

STATE___,___ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 2471
500 3rd Ave. W.
P. 0. Box 34056
I
. . Seattle, WA 98124
.
I Kodak, 5247 and5294are tradematlcs of Eastman Kodalc Co. Seattle
I FilrnWork.s is wholly separate from the manufacturer. Process ECN-ll

1--------------- ----------------- ----'--------..:t: :n:.;i:_W:;•:.th !;:a:la:v.:~th:. la:. _ .I
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the se~sons meet
- on the,J?'~ach ~-in-breathtaking_'F~y~/ New Hampshire.

.I~,

·The Carriage Hc;>Use has a 60 year history of fine
continental dining to enhance the timeless beauty of the
Atlantic and the magical marching of the seasons. Come
visit us in our relaxing atmosphere ... and enjoy.

~

1.
•

.
...._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ , I•~

~

'

MiH Road Plaza, Durham, NH 03824

K HOURS: MQN.-FRI. 9-6

(603) 868-5584

~

.f
~

TEL. 868-5584

J

-~ - ~ . -=-~.i=-~-~.a,-~.e=-~.i:=-~.i=-~--~-~--~-~-~-~-~-t;>-~-~~-~-~~~-~-~~-~-~=.-

:(1.

~

We are open seven nights a week and Sunday at ll:00
. AM for brunch. A lighter fare menu is offered in our upstairs
dining room where the view is only better. We als.o have
a priv9 te function room for special gatherings.

I

.

a,o
J
~

j

, _..·

TRAILS

\)
,0.-

f

•

0

a

I
•

_;

Let our menu compliment the'·,majesty of th_e New
f · Hampshire coa&tline just outside our windows with items
3
such as: Sicilian Rabbit, Daily Indian Gun;y Dishes, Raspberry
J
Duckling, a special variety of veal and beef dishes 3s well
J _ , as
out always fresh seafood catches.
.11 ·

j
i
,.,__IIIIIIP______ __._....-i_.._ j
DERNE SS i
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AD WITH YOU AND TAKE
EVERYTHING YOU PURCHASE!

*P /\RKAS, JACKETS, VESTS
*OUTDOOR CLOTHING
*RAIN GEAR, WINDBREAKERS
*SUNGLASSES
*BACKPACKING EQUIPMENT
*X- C SKI EQUIPMENT
*RUGGED OUTDOOR FOOTWEAR
*SOCKS, HATS, GLOVES .
*UNH SWEATS
*AVIA ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

_t.
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SAT· 9-5

· ·

· · i

OPENING EARLY FOR GRADUATION (2:00)
MAKE YOUR RESERVATION S NOW (603)964-8251 .
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by Michael F. Dowe

FREAKER PATROL

'

Wl.\1:N ASKED '1'b CJ,~ wr otJ WM~ HE

WAS RES\9JI-~ , - A SEE1"'INE> SANTA
SA\U • ••

lffl\r
Somanic Punctuation

--
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fil,/0 fttJO M> MfSE~
- VN~ 11i'E -rR~E >11t~
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"f'RUE ~INb r;F- .

CI-K<\STMAS \ s ! l
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by Dominic Anaya :and Josh Black
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by _Robert Durling
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by D~an Elder

Jumpin' Jake '
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Universt ·comtcs.
MAIN., STREE1" ·
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''YUP, SKADlS NEW J"08 W\TH T\-IE. C.~MPUS

. · .. :..

PQL\C..E. H~S <":70N€. TO\-\\$ \-\£.E\Q,"
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ou
ey9t
_· _e
· , This Chpstmas we_ can cw
something)Ulf parentsfulldnt

.

·•-•

·A .full;service repair shop
sr,edalizing in
German/ ]ap~nese, and Swedish
Quality work perfor_med and ~xplaine,.d '

BluPevPs.Wit.h DuraSoft
Colors contact lellSPS \'()U can
change the brown e.vc's ~·rnir parPnts
· gave you to blue,gr.<:'~n. haze l, aqua
or Pven ne\v sapphire. This year,
·DuraSoft Colors gift certificates, for ·
visionc:orrection orjust frfr ftin.

.

;

''THE RESULTS ARE GREAT AND YOU KNOW WHY"

322 Route 125, Lee

West on route 4 to Lee traffic-circle
continue 3.5 miles south.

...

./

.

659-5454
John Schier, Prop.
NH inspection Station

DumSojt® ColorsforChristmas.
~1

lJ)yn~ht © !(/K7 WL'-..k.•y-J<:-.,...,(•r; All n~hh rL''>t..'fVt.'<I [)r;ntl'd 1;) lJ S1\
:,.,

·:

. ·~-

868~1092,,., .
UN IVERS IT Y
EYE
.-. RE._ . Of.lice Hours:
-CA

.fff -

Mon.- Tue~.- Thurs.- Fri.
9-5.
Family Vision Center _

t••·················~~·······••4t
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f WHOll Y SHf RT!

!

♦

• .

♦

♦

MAKE YOUR>; BREAK
WITH
A NEW SHIRT FROM
WHOLLY MACRO! 25%
♦
OFF
•♦
WITH UNH I.D.
:
TODAY, TOMORROW
ENDS THURSDAY
:

•
:♦
:

i

!
♦
♦

♦
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+

:♦
.:

!
♦

•♦
:
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:
♦
♦

i WHO.LLY fflACRO ! !
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

: 17 Ceres St. Open Late 436-8878 :

. ♦
.
♦
_ : . NOTE: DAILY SPECIALS NOW THRU CHRISTMAS

!

······························· ~

Place a $25 deposit* to
guarantee your semester
workout membership~
.... -

.
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To all ~ealtb Studies ~nd other interested
nal UNH Health
buffs. The fiisf ~r-ganizatio_
Journal meeting will be held Tuesday. Dec
8, in the Grafton Room of the MUB. To
become UN H's first and .forecnost journal,

Apartment For Rent - One Bedroom 2
OLDER WOMAN (NON-SMOKER ) TQ
minut·e walk) o campus. $500/month. 2·
SHARE TWO BEDROOM NEWMARKET
PERSON CAPAQITY. Off street parking,
APARTMENT WITH NON-J'RADITIONAL . no PETS or smoking. Available January
STUDENT. NEWLY RENOVATED. LOW
1. Call Asap days 862-381'9. Eves. 868UTILITIES. OFF-STREET PARKING. ON
9982
KARIVAN _ROUTE. $200 PER MONTH
1752 Homestead . 3 bed rooms. 1 bath 8
PLUS UTILITIEs.-cALL 659-2737 evenmiles from UNH. Rural setting $800 plus
ings.
utilities. Grad STudents/Faculty preferred.
NEWMARKET, Professional Male graduate
679-2301
student looking for same, 25 plus, non
Spend your next semester on the BEACH!!
smoker, to share five room apartment, wood
Roommate wanted for 4 bedroom house
heat, washer/ dryer, $275.00. 659-6143
on North Hampton. private Bedroom with
leave message.
loft and attaching 3/4 bath. Incredible
Lee, room available in 4 bedroom duplex. Ocean View- must see!! $200 a month plus
2 wood~toves, spacious, Call 659-6341,
1 /4 utilities . Available immediately. Call
leave name, numbe.r and best time to call. _ 964-6972 ,
Female Roommate wanted to share two
Room, $185/mo., 3/Bdrm. remodled Apt.
bedroom apartment with other female .
1O mi•nutes from UNH, 'in Dover. 743-4122
Newly renovati d, convenient Portsmouth
Nights, 868-5558 days, ask for Jan or Chris
location. 431-7093_c1nytime, leave messhare
to
Hoosemate (non-smoker) wanted
sage.
large Dover house with 3 people. Starting
Spend your next semes_ter on the BEACH 1
1 / 16 / 88. Large bedroom. 2 bathrooms,
Roommate wanted for 4 bedroom house
2 refrigerators. $150/month plus heat and
on North Hampton. Private bedroom with
electric. Lease through 9 / 1 / 88 and seloft -and attaching 3/ 4 bath. Incredible
c1:1rity. On kari-van route. Call Scott 749ocean view- Must see!! $200 a month plus
2238.
1 / 4 utilities. Available immediately. Call
Dover Apart·ment available for Spring
964-6972
Semester. $200/month, near Kari-van, only
5 miles to UNH, need to rent, call anytime,
APARTMENT FOR RENT IN DURHAM
Brand new, furn.ished, 1 bedroom, 5 minute
ask for Tracy. 742-5901.
walk to MBU , 525/month, 2 person capacclasses.
to
distance
Darham- Walking
ity. Off street parking, no pets or smoking.
Apa'rtment with 3 other roommates- own
Available immediately. Must see! Call now
bed~om. For 2nd semester. Available Jan.
1. Ca1rrfltSAe 868-3014.
One room available in 3 bedroom apart-_
ment. Newmarket._ 4 miles from campus,
convenient to Kari-van. $176.00 per month.
Furnished except for bedroom. Call 6592400, after 6:00 p.m.
Room, $185/mo. 3:/ bdrm. remodeled Apt.
10 minutes from UNH, in Dover. 743-4122
nights, 868-5558 days. Ask for Jan or Chris.
2 roommates needed Semester II. Young
Drive $990.00/s~mester. Male/female call
868-3016.
Students looking for female roommate for
Spring Semester. 4 bedroom condo in
Dover. Room and Board exchanged for
light house upkeeping . Great deal ; if
interested Call 749-2101 evenings.
One. Roommate wanted for"'Newrriarket 4
bedroom apartment. Male or Female,
$175.00/mo: & heat and electric. No
smoking, please. K-van accessible (no
parking) Contact Marla, Joanie or Gary
at 659-7073 Anytime.
Double Room available in gorgeous NewMarket Condominium. Furnished. Female,
. non-smokers preferred. Kari -Van. $250.00
per person Call Jean 659-3183.

Helper for handicapped person. $6 a:n hour.
No experience necessary. Hours negotiable. Easy work. Great boss. Call Dan at ,
692-4 764. evenings.
Resumes - Written and Word processed
by Profe-ssional Writer . From $1 0. Call
742 "0005.
RESOURCES -- - - - -- - - - CASH . CASH. CASH . DISTRIBUTE FLYERS TO SEACOAST HOMES AND BUSINESSES OWN TRANSPORTAT ION ·WALKING SHOES - FRIENDLY. CALL
APPLE PAINTING & RESTORATlbN .
PORTSMOUTH. 431 -4669. Leave mes sage.
Need Cash??? dig out those old baseball
cards or other sports cards. I am interested
in old and new, sets and singles. Call Ray
868-6095
Babysitter with car needed for childcare
in my home. Dependable and loving'
Afternoons, some mornings. Salary/ hours
negotiable. Call 659-5779.
Part-time housekeep e r wanted . In Bar-

0

~~:~~~~/~:~i~I~~ ·b~~f~~~~ds

~::~~e~. ~r~dN

Female roommate wanted to share a large
ONE bedroom apartment. Walking distance
to UNH, off street parking, Prefer dedicated
student, skier possibly. $255/m.onth (in cludes utilities) . Available Jan. through
May. (summer too if needed) Please call
868-3174.

TRACY DICKSON - I found your wallet - .
c;:all Andy at 868-3756 if I'm not there leave
your phone number.

By GARY LARSON

@1987 Universal Press Syndicate

Whitt, psyched for Friday night! Beware
- Another ski nut
There is a need for adve rtisements to
positively promote choices for men and
women ; to show them other ways tO,,be in
the world other than the stereotypical roles
depicted in ads.
CONGRATULATIONS to .the new brothers
of Theta Chi! Love your Little Sisters.
Kim Barnes, Thanks for all your hard work
and the awesome job you did as President.
You really kept us all together. Love all
your sisters
To our execs: Kim, Lynne and Stacy. You
guys are awesome. Thanx for all your work.
Love your sisters.

1..

SCOTT , The P.O. wa s awesome . You're
the best, but I can't promise to refrain from
the A.C. 's. By the way, What's wrong with
the name Sam? Love ya always, Chris

MEETiea_s.0~;~: •

1
l,.,,,;;::;,,,:,,,,:::i,:,:::;\'.:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::'::::::::::::': . ·,,, ·, ,,,:.-:.-:::: \\\\:

1 f~male roommate needed , to live with
3 other very compatable people, for 2nd
semeste r' Spacious Madbury Rd . apart . ment ; 1 bath, sundeck - EXCELLENT
LOCATION!! - WILL HAVE OWN BEDROOM' Available Jan . 1st $225/month
.,plus· utilities. For more information call 8687506, anytime, leave m'essage.

be a part of_.it.

To Liz D. of Alpha Xi Delta , CONGRATULATIONS' Welcome to the Greek. system.
Love, the pancake men.

-. --=--= ~ -- - - - ~ -- -

679-2301.

To all Health Studies and other interested
buffs. The first organizational UNH Health
Journal meeting will be held Tuesday Dec
8, in the Grafton Room of the MUB. To
b~come UNH's first and foremost journal,

rington . $5.50/hr. Fle xible hours. For
information Call Caryn. Days - 433-4557.
Evenings _ 664 _53 95 _

~~:~'::1m0~s~:::6::edrooms 1bath 8('

Must Stlb.;lease fully furnished room, Tuesday night my jacket, keys, and wallet
located.in Durham , for Spring semester. were a~cidently taken, from Nicks. Please
Contact Heather (C4) 868-9883 or Judy . return to Nicks. No questions asked.
868-2192 Desperate!!

THE FAR SIDE

be a part of'it.
GREAT part -time opportunity to GAi N
EXPERIENCE while marketing FORTUNE
500 Companies ' products on campus'
F,LEXIBLE hours! References given ._Call
1-800-243-2786.

Commmute Forum Wed. Dec. 9th 4-6 p.m.
Carroll Belknap Rm . MUB
JAY LENO JAY LENO FREE FREE Meet
in Hillsborough rm , MUB Wed. night _at 9
nm

\

To Suzanne and Beth at Alpha Phi: Hello
Board .. . Ma·ine was great! Yo Carla.! Are
Suzanne and Beth th e best big sisters ?
Of coursel Thanks for ·everything! Love,
Amy and Denise:
K. Babson: You're the coolest! And best
ofa ll my.,,siste~! I love you! A.B . .
To Alpha Phi Sisters: We 're psyched we're
almost there'! 1/ve love you !, Epsilon Class.

ADOPTION - Loving , professional, white
couple desire to adopt newborn. All medical
and legal expenses paid. Confidential. Call
1
·
collect (617)° 747-5322.
Adoption: Loving couple. physician and
psychologist wishes to adopt newborn.
Warm family, opportunities! Expenses paid.
Legal, confidential. Call Ellie collect 212724- 7942.
BOOK RETURN: Students,. please pick up
any remaining course books for the fall
semester. Book returns •in progress. University Bookstore.
Stanford University professor and wife.
Happily married for many years. _Anxious
to adopt newborn infant. Personal meeting
welcome. Lawful and proper pregnancy
related expenses pa id. Couple approved
by California adoption authorities in ad vance of placement. State supervised
adoption pro8edures. Please call collect
Terri and Michael Fayer (415) 328-8723.
Have a lease or other legal questions?
Come ask attorney Bob Mifflehozer at the
Commuter Forum . Wednesday 12/9/87
4:00.-6:00 in the Carrol Room in the MUB.

THANKS JoAnn, Marla, Mark, Tim , Krissy,
and Weasel for contributing to making my
birthday one to remember (to say the least)
Jo - you 're the best roomie anyone could ·
have! Marls- Reddi - whipl HA! Sweets- _
thanks for all the ammunition! (just kidding!!)
Love you all! -your rriildly unbalanced
·
friend Marj.
Advertisements ·that· depict women as sex
objects contribute to an atmosphere that
condones rape.
Congratulations to the new sisters of Alpha
Phi. love your sisters ·
Congrats Epsilons. Love you Janine. xo
DebM.
OH, SURE...Offer to buy me a drink for my
birthday and then just say you were only
make conversation . No wonder I call you
a Weasel! Maybe if you're NICE I'll sWI look
for a Haring fo r- you when I'm in San
Francisco. Maybe.
To Dave Harris, with the sexy tattoo and
earring : Congratu lations on getting into
AGR! - Hugs and Loud kisses from 211

Commuter Senator Applications are now
available for next semester. Pick one up
in the Senate office Rm. 130 MUB
Commuter Senator Application s are now
available fo r next sem est er. Pick· one ·up
in the Senate office Rm, 130 MUB
December Commen ce ment tickets. Gra' duating senior need s two more tickets for
- relatives. If anyone has extras please call
868-2935 and ask for Terik o.
· Don 't know what to buy for you r Roomie?
How about a fitne ss Gift Ce rtifi cate good
towa rds Spring Fitne ss Cla sses offered
· by th e Rec Spot s Dept, Room 1 51 , fi e ld
house.
All of .Sa nta' s elv es are buyin g Santa a
Fitn ess Gift Certifi cat e from Rec Sports.

Tim e !8 start getting in shape for Spring
Break l (Room 151, Field House)
Don't forget to buy your friend that special
gift - a Fitness Certificate from Rec. Sports,
Room 151 of the field house.

Runaway trains

AEROBICS BUFF .. Fitness Gift Certificates
on. sale now in Room 151 , Field House.
Dear Santa ... all I want for CHristmas is a
Fitness Gift Certificate from Rec. Sports!
(Rm. 151 /Field House)

We hope your birthday
was "fun." It looks it!
Much love,
"C-ousin Matt"

Janice - it l0oks lik~ you 're goin'J to nee.6
a new rose pretty soon. I can't wait 'til the
Nutcracker HONESJLY. I hupe you know
wr,G this is from .
HII My name is Bil)_. I'm a Sig Ep Brother
and I am "DYING" to go to a DZ pledge
dance!! Anyone? ??
Kee-Cbngratulations!'l'm so tiappy for you!
You're the bestll Love your big sis.
Liz, Terri , Monica-We'll miss you! Good
Luck! Love your sisters in Alpha Phi. HEY YOU OUT THERE!ll!lf! (Krissy, La, Tim,
and any other fool who's 21 and interested
in accompanying us for a hot night of rock
& sin) How about joining us at Decadence
for SHAKE THE FAITH? Thursday night
guys . Beat the pre-fina l blues and have
a few brew$.
HEY; When you get a chance to breathe , .
how about some Bailey's on the rocks and
~ quiet _ch_a~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c:.~~~yg :.:.~

Bartending Course - Learn a valuable skill
for fun or profit. Prepare for·a good paying
part-time or vacation job. Get hands on
•professional training behind· an actual bar,
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun
our way . Certificates Awarded. School is
licensed _and is on UNH Kari-Van route.
Visitors welcome. Evening classe s. Call
or write for Free brochure. Master Bartening
school , 84 Main St., Newmarket, N.H. Tel.
659 -3718.

Guitar Lessons - Study with a G.I.T. Grad.
Improvisational concepts , technique, ear
training , chords , harmony and theory, a.II
styles. Call 749-4780.
For all your T-Shirt -rieeds SEE ELI AT
-Kappa Sigma or Call 868-9637. ·
The data base s at SCHOLAR MATCH
INTITUTE ar e stuffed with financial aid
sour ces to assist you in continuing your
education. Call (603)659-2995 today.
, MONE-Y FQA COLLEy _E I~ _EVE,fiYyvHER~.
if you know where to look. SCHOLAR
MATCH INSTITUTE can help. Call
(603)659-2995 today.
WANT TO GO AWA Y FOR SPRING
BREAK? CANCUN, FLORIDA, BERMUDA
OR THE BAHAMAS! CALL TRICIA AT 8681121 .T~ all Health Studies and other interested
buffs. The first organizational UNH Health
Journal meeting will be held T uesday, Dec.
8, 1987 in the Grafton Room of the MUB.
To become UNH 's first and foremost
journal, be a part of it.
NEED MORE MONEY FOR COLLEGE? of
course you do, and who doesn't? ·SCHOLAR MATCH INSTITUTE can help . Call
us at (603) 659-2995 today.
Sick of school? Tired of Durham? THINK
SPRING BREAK! THINK CANCUN , .MEXICO or THE BAHAMAS' Make plans now
for your spring break trip to the sunny
tropicsll Trip pack?ges start at $279 . For
info. call Roberta, 868-3214.
Crimson travel wants you as a c:,.mpus rep!!!
Earn FREE TRAVEL AND EXTRA MONEY
promoting trips on your campus. Call 800553-6642 (outside MA) or 548-6149 collect
to Kate (within MA.)
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-· cool~Aid is a crisis .intervention
·hotline ·opera·ted .and staffed by
U1\/H ·s tudents. Our confidential
services.are accessible to the UNH
student body and surrounding
towns.
Cool-Aid is ·not only for people
~xperiencing crises. No probl~m
can be too- small. We can help you
solve your problems, lend a helping ear or simply refer you to a
contact that you may need. To
f!.nd o_u t'more, call
Ev~ ev~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~

him fOr free,
. 17th, 1
SECURITY
Mli:ETING

'----.

g62-22q3 H~ -

.

~

g62-3':;':;lf- T ~

7 p.nt.

* NEW SHUTTLE ROUTES AND SCHEDULE*
7 am to 11 pm

* 6 Runs Per Hour *

·INNER
A-Lot
T-Hall
Hetzel
C-Lot
WSBE
Mitchell Way_
Parsons
James Hall
A-Lot

:00

·01
:02

·04
·05
:06
:Q7
· :08
:09

:10
:11
:12
.:14
:15
:16
:17
:18
:19

:20
:21
:22
:24
:25
:26
:27
:28

:30
:31
:32
:34
:35
:36
:37
:38
:39

:29

:40
:41
:42
:44
:45
:46
:47
:48
:49

:50
:51
:52
:54
:55
:56
:57
:58
:59

DA'v' i S Ci

. ..
@.J,f. fl~·······

~

Ir TRANS . BLDG •
1

7 am to 6 pm

OUTER

* 4 Runs Per: Hour *

A-LQt

·. ·QQ

I-1:toll

:01

Hetzel
Woodman Rd.

:02

N.E.C.

:05
:07
:09
:11
:12
:14
:15

UAC.
Snively
Barton Hall
Leavitt Ctr.
Channel 11
A-Lot

:04

:15
:16
.:17
:19
:20
:22

·:24
:25

:26
:28'
:29

:30

:45

:31

:46

:32

:47
:49
:50

:34

·35
:37
:39
:41
:42

:44
:45

( ) p~:~

LEAVITT
SERVICE
CENTER

:5?
:54
:56
:57
:59
:00

FIELD HOUSESTADIUf1

THO~

MES

:E

ON

HALL

.

MUB

fhMIIWW
~ ] INNERROUTE
•

INNER ROUTE STOPS

( -,mum• I ,OUTER ROUTE .
@)

,

, ·

OUTER R?UTE STOPS

~-'1111
·wILLI M1SON HALL

* STARTS NOVEMBER 23rd*

I.

1

•

f

,

,

\

\

r-.-

,,,.-

,

-

-
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SPORTSPURTS
Sports Information
The UNH wrestling team
will have its .first quad meet of
the season when it joins Harvard and N.Y.U. at W:P.I. this
Saturday. The Wildcats' finished
third last Saturday at the Cornell
Invitational.Junior Mike Caracci

-

- HOOPS
(continued from page 27)

. .AP.artri!!ge In
,APa1r Of exters.

won the 118-pound class with
four victories, improving his
season ma.rk to 7-2. Paul Peterson, a freshman, won three of
four matches to finish second
in the 158-pound class and
fellow frosh Bill Santiago took
second in the. 150 with three
wins . Senior Steve Russell had
two victories in the 142 class
and. finished fourth. UNH will
compete at the Sunshine Open
in Tampa, Florida on December
29-30. The home opener at
Lundholm Gym is slated for
January 13 against Lowell

pc;,n, you'll save an addl. tlonal 10%. So you can ·
afford the perfect gift
. for every man and
woman on your
. holiday list .

. At Dexter Shoe Factory
Outlets, you'll find hundreds
. of pairs of shoes and boots
at savings of up to 50%.
Plus, when you
bring in this cou- .. ···

penter, a sophomore from New
York City, is looking to polish
his game to the potential that
people know he can achieve.
"He's such ·a determined young
man," said Friel. "Sometimes
Three UNH football players '
he tries to do too much by
himself, like taking a team's best have been named to the ECAC
player one-on-one, and soine- Division 1-AA All-Star team.
Seniors John Driscoll., Paul
tirnes he just can't do it."
Junior Dave Marshall, a dead- Boulay, and junior Curtis Olds
ringer to 'w in a Boris Becker all made the squad. Boulay. was
lookalike contest, is the guy who a unanimous f irst--team AllFriel describes as the most Conference selection and was
diligent. "He works harder than the conference's defensive playanyone," said Friel. Marshall . er of the year. Olds caught a is second on the team in scoring. record 61 passes this season for
Two newcomers have had an 807 yards and 5 TD' s. He is also
early impact. Dave Murray, who a first-team conference selecplayed his high school ball at tion. Driscoll, a 6-5, 285 pound
Avon Old Farms Prep in Con- offensive tackle, was a first-team
necticut, has been seeing some conference selection and was
time at forward. "He's gotta get recently named a first-team
tougher," said Friel. "He can Kodak All-American.
certainly sho9t, bu"t sometimes
he doesn't know where he is (on
·
the ~ourt)."
UNH sophomore soccer playEric Thielen, a forward out
of Wavland, MA, made some er Scott Brennan was ·named to
strong contributions, (10 points, the New England Division 1
7 rebounds in first half of Brown All-Star team after a great
game) but is currently out with season for the '(:ats. He scored
.seven goals and added nine
an ankle injury.
The 'Cats look for their first as·s.i sts during UNH's impreswin Thursday evening when sive 9-4-1 season. In two years,
they travel to UMass to take on Brennan has accumulated 10
goals and 10 assists.
the Minutemen.

******1c*

********

Visit your local Dexter Factory Outlet at: North Hampton, Route I,
@111111 DEx
and Hampton Falls, Route 1.

(

.,

DO YOU HAVE ANY GRIPES ABOU T ...
PARK I -NG.?

LEAS ES

MUB

'LAND LORDS ?

•

CAMPUS LIFE?

ATTEN D THE

COMMUTER FORUM
~

.

~WEDNES DAY _D ECEMBER 9th 4-6 p.m.
/

CA-R ROLL-BE LKNAP ROOM, MUB
_Att~rney Bob _M ittlehozer will be there to answer l~ase and ,
legal questions! .

...
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NH swi m tea ms spl itw ithH C
event.
of Jerry Bailey, Brian Kablik,
By M_arie Reilly
was
day
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Eric Andrew, and Josh Kay
event
last
The
. and Peter .Ciccarelli
a .time of
It was a disappoint ing night the 400-freesty le, which UNH flying to a win with
spread
3:49.39.
the
and
in,
undefeated
is
for the women's swimming
The Wildcats never let up as
team Friday as they walked info was ni'ne poincs. The relay team
won nine of the next twelve
they
Ogden,
Sue
Kirchen,
of
3a
with
the. Holy Cross meet
2001 record and walked out at 3- McCarthy, and Branon took first events. Bob Quinn won the
Jerry
1:50.70.
in
freestyle
yard
the
of
rime
best
'their
with
they
that
was
part
2. The worst
Damaschi no won the SO-free
_ ~ season, 3:44.03.
lost by only two points .
in 22.6 seconds.
there,
in
hung
Cross
Holy
.
lead
the
took
Cross
Holy
Tri -captain Doug Gordon
immediate ly, winning the 400- gaining a second place finish
medleyrela yan~keptit through- time of 3:45.99 .• The 'Cats won the 200-individ ual medley
close
our the meet. The Wildcats kept needed a first and .second to and B~iley finished a
swept
edging up on the Crusaders, but overtake the Crusaders. The 'B' second. Diver Tim Bryant
it wasn't until the end of the relayteam ofTanyaH orne,Berh both diving events with decisive
meet that UNH was knocking Bochenek , Chris Allen, and vicrories in the 1- and 3-meter
dives.
on their door wanting to take Karen Lorenz rook third.
J:'ri-captain Eric Andrew finThe women got Out, the meet
the lead.
second in the 200-butterfly
ished
down
Went
score
the
and
ended,
Meghan
Nancy Kitchen,
In the 100-freestyle,
2:06.83.
in
Cross
Holy
_McCarthy, and diver Pam Gau- in the record book as
Matt Stewar-t
and
Gordon
.
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to
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be
co
going
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"We knew it
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the next
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hard
1
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,
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d
win,"
hety, Sarah Cunning, Karen expected tO
Wildcat freshman ·guard Julie Donlon finds herself trapp
first
another
took
Quinn
and
ley
events,
of
couple
first
the
"After
diver
and
'
Haller,
Bethany
photo)
Davis,
by a trio of Huskies in recent action. (Craig Parker
/
Liz Rosen all placed second in we realized a lot of the team was and second. By this time, the
really tired and run down. I Crusaders had all but packed it
at least one event.
not
Halfway through the meet, think if we had been feeling like in, but the Wildcats were
(continued from page 28)
··
the scare was 48-69 in favor of we usually do, we would have finished with the mauling.
In the 500-freest yle, Kay
University can boast. The foot- Holy Cross. This is where the taken them without any probthem, as players and students.
away co an early lead and
broke
lem."
into
clicked
squad
and
diving
'Cars
lacrosse,
hockey,
field
ball,
His excitemen t merer hit an
let up, winning the event
never
compet'iin
are
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The
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travel to
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when
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never
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the
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success
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substantial
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_game against Marshall. The
of Quinn, Stewart, Baker, and
'
before. Taking first, second, and . Keene State this Friday.
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Thunderin g Herd were leading
Gordon closed out the day with
"I don't think anybody ever fourth in the diving events
the game by 30 points and their ,'
a victory (3:21.23).
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s
_
men's
The
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press. Thar's like the Miami ·said Friel. "Before, they
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a
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it
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.
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Now, ~here's a new philosophy but
.- a two -point convers·ion when
Baskerba11 is more important . back to nine after the 3-meter rli.e 400~yard medley relay ream
they' re ieading Kutztown Scace,
With a bigger budget, we can
65-3 .
start promoring the program
the.
at
Friel and his assistant
rime, Bob Berry, rook exception _ and do so in a professidn al
(cominued fro~ page 28)
atmospher e."
mHuckaba y's move and let him
Carbonnea u makes a strong record to 6-4-2 and droppi'ng 'situation. "Our sp~cial reams
in.g ·a n evil cu·rse. And. ·w hen
know about it. Friel walked all
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chat
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when
.
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.:he
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Hockey
av.er
in
the way
the 'Cats co 2-6-1.
tagged for cross check.ing, with
· made some drastic mistakes,"
,
bench and told Huckabay, in a academic- standards are higher East:.
less than five minutes left, the
few choice expletives , · to stop · than some schools and there is
Thanks rn two goals ( one O'Connor said.
"I knew it," the cynical Wild- Wildcats had a great chance to·rhe press, that they were "rub- a lack of black students at the shorthande d) by freshman stan-~ing,,his players' faces in rhe_ lJ niversity. ·
dout Chris· Winn:es and another cat fa-n said co. himself. "Here sn something about: this f in~l'
. '.• "We rake kids who score by ~enior Rick Lambert; . ~he we go again.''.
period choke syndrome. A pow__
.•
_
mud.
As time in the -third period erplay. A timely powerplay. :.:
Huckabay, miffed ·ac Friel' s anywhere between 930 ancl 1100 'Cats entered the third with theSteve Horner scored 14 se, ·
actions, followed him as far as on their SA T's," said Carbon- lead. The game against Brown, drained, seemingly so did
the press table where a brief neau. "Other schools go lower when the 'Cats blew the same UNH's chances. AWildcat slap conds _into the advantage and
shoving match was stopped by than thac Another problem is 3-1 lead, was a recent memory, shot rings off the cross bar. the 'Cats had a '4-3 lead. OK
rhe officials and players from that when we bring a black Earlier.in the yea·r, UNH led Hopes diminish more. Winnes There's th~t word again, though._
a-rhlete to the school, he notices· Boston University 7-4 in the sets Tim Hanley up with a point Lead . Wbat period i'S it? The
both reams.
While his prime concern as that there are not many blacks third before losing. The fear was blank shot and Hanley sails it third?
With 87 seconds to go, DavJ
.head coa~h is to ensure a quality on C9 m pus and begins to wonder there. You hate to admit it, but over the net. Groan. A ·Norshowing by his team night in · what his social life will be like." you prayed the Wildcats could theastern powerplay with ten O'Brien tied the score once again
For nearly two decades, peo- hold on to this -one.
·
minutes lefr This is it. All seems and the rest is already in print'."
and night out, Friel worries
What the 'Cats need is a relief
.a bout what his players will do ple have questioned why Friel
That hope was dbused quick- lost even though the game is
he
whe:1
Durha'm
in
stayed
has
Wrong sport. It'll just
pitcher.
at
tied.
looks
still
twice
He
.
scored
ern
·after graduation
ly. Northeast
But by killing that powerplay, take time for the team to work
·w hat he likes to call "the big could hav~QJJ.e on co another to tie· the game in the· period's
.-picture" when searching for program with more talent and .first minute and a half. The the 'Cats, for the,fir'st ti.m e in out it's third period kinks.
money and made a name for . goars cain~, 01;i a Northeast ern the period, showed an iriierfrion
"We working on it," O'Confuture Wildcats.
"As coaches, we have to be himself. Gerry Friel doesn't put powerplay and a four on four to lay waste to what was.becom .. nor· said. "All we can do is keep
·
trying hard.''.
concerned with what these guys . .himself before others.
"There's more· co life than
are going co do after ·school," ·
he said. "It's rewarding co see winning a basketball game," said
former players go into successful · Friel. '-'I've made a commitme nt
careers as lawyers, doctors, and to this program. People may,. say
'What the hell are they doing?
dentists."
(continued ~rom page 28)
never win,' but we are
They'll
UNH
- It is unknown why the
we've
that
Now
e.
Northeast ern returns most
administra tion overlooked the competitiv
peared in eight games, going are anchork with a host of other
basketball program for so long. got the tools to recruit, we have
with two shutouts and a players serving on defense and everybody from last year. Prov.:.
3-0-0
·
idence and Rochester Inst'itute
Perhaps part of the reason has to prove we can _go out and do
0. 7 3 goals against · average. as forwards.
The attitude around the of Technolog y should also lend
co do with the number of dif- it."
"She's. also very popular on the
ferent competitiv e sports the
team, -which helps," M.cCurdy -league is.that the Wildcat,s aren't to the competitio n in the East.
~e so hot this year. "It could be a horse race,"
going_
said.
Backing up Tura is freshman "Everyone is writing us off," McCurdy said.
If nothing else, the tradition
Gina Grassi, who played in the McCurdy said. "They think
Princeton and Concordia games. we're done without the goalie of UNH women's hockey will
."
sia-nd up this ,year. But, there
So far this year, the Wildcats be happening . We'-ll just have 4rassi was great, making 28 (Narsiff)
·
rn
is a whole. lot else.
Northeaste
against
game
A
pressed
y
immediatel
when
saves
until
throws
free
shoot
have been drubbed by Rhode· them
yet,"
thrqugh
not
matter
no
"We're:
special,
always
is
came
Tura
into action after
Island and Boston College and they're blue in the face."
when it's played. Be it tonight's McCurdy said. "We've still got
The leading scorer is junior down with the flu.
.. have lost tough games to Ivy
or in last season's ECAC something to say.) think the
game
wed
overshado
The defense,
~opponents Brown and Harvard. guard Derek Counts who had
ship final, when the team will-surpr ise some peoChampion
typically
is
past,
the
in
Narsiff
by
Wildcat
a
as
game
Crimson
best
the
to
his
· The 74-71 loss
..
.
Huskies meet, a ple.''
~nd
Wildcat-~
Manning
Pam
was especially excruciating con- against Harvard, pouring in 31 steady. Senior
.
g1.iaranteed
sideri.ng the amount _of free points. "31 points is a .lot but and sophomore Ellen Weinberg good game is
throws the team missed. With he's got to work on his shooting
the game up• in the air the last percentage," said Friel.
Tommy Hammer and Keith
two minutes, several players had
chances to put it away from the Carpenter have both been seeline ·and couldn't connect. "I ing time in the backcourt. Car~'.900.'t know how to explain it," ·
said Friel. "If I did, it wouldn't HOOPS, page 26
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Hoopprogram gets ·noticed
By Rick Kampersal
saying something for their the brand-new, mulri~million ,.,.
He's not the ha.r dest man on program." '
.
dollar facilities, large alumni
the coun to spot. He's the guy
Until this year, the admin- circles, and storied pasts have
with the arms flailing, feet istration had virtually ignored the inside track to the talent.
stomping, and mouth yapping the basketbaU program as far
UNH has none of these, ·so
and he seldom sits in his seat.
as financial .funding for vast what do they offer prospective
UNH men's bas'ketball coach recruiting. "This 1s the first recruits? ·:Number one, I tell
· Gerry Friel is a tightly-bound · legitimate attempt I've seen by them that they have no idea of
bundle of nerves whenever his the administration to -help us," the beauty of this environment.
team steps onto the court. For said Friel. "We've always done UNH is regarded as a good
19 years, Friel has packed all the best.we could with the ability school, Durham is a nice comof his energy into.what he loves we've been given."
munity, and we play a competbest, UNH basketba~l.
In past years, recruiting on itive Division I .schedule. This
The .UNH basketball pi-o- the road was almost impossible wouldn't come at the expense
gr.am, under ·Friel, has constant- because the assistant, Bob Berry, of not getting a good education."
ly been questioned by outsiders also had duties with thetennis
Already, Johnston has made
who are quick to point out , that team and Friel had a rnmm1t- trips to Washington D.C. and
in those 19 years, the team's ment to teach his basketball Virginia. Over the Christmas ·
break, he will embark on a trip
overall recordis 180-292 and cours·e.
they have been t,he doormats
-Schools like Northeastern to Canada with Friel and assistof the North Atlantic Confer- and BC have numerous scouts ant coach Lee Gove. "This is the
ence for the last couple seasons. scourge the nation for talent. first time we've ever been able
The last time a UNH team Some teams even send scouts - to do something like this," ~aid
had more wins than losses was overseas loqking for that big Friel. "90% of a ream's success
when Friel guided them to guy who's uhstoppable in the is determined by how weU they
marks of 16-12 and 15-13 from paint, or . the little . sharp- recruit. After three years of this
1982-84. Since then, they have shooting guard who can fire the recruiting, if we haven't immanaged to win only ~2 of 64 · three-pointers with efficiency. proved like I think we will, I'll
games. _
The 'Cats ate finding- out what just say 'fine~ and go on from
there."
·
·As in most cases, the cynics heavy recruiting is like.
"Now w_ith Andy and Lee
have not done their homework.
1986 graduate Andy JohnThe W~ldcat bas½etball progr~m ston, a solid four-year guard for Gove, we can _go all over to
has ne'ver been blessed w1tp the 'Cars will log most of the basketball camps ancl other
gaudy alumni donations· or real travel hours as he searches for states and visit the talent," said
recruiting s_uccess-. They never rhose such players~ "Andy's interim athletic director Junie
get the national exposure that position is regarded as a full- Carbonneau . ."Before, we were
a Northeastern or a Boston .rime job, but he's being paid .as . restricted with that."
College gets, and as a result, they if he were a part-'timer," said
Friel' s p.lSC players have a11
Friel. "He's been wor_k ing hard admired· their coach, both for
never got the talent.
"You look at Northeastern," so fa~ this year."
·
the intensity he puts into his.: UNH he;d coach Gerr.y Friel, shown here pleading hi's case
said Friel. "They had a guy
Recruiting, as most knowl- job and for what he reaches
(pt'obably unsu~cessfully) to a referee; finally has sotrte reason
(Reggie Lewis) go on to become - edgeable hoop fans know, is one
tc_>
·s mile abm1t recrµiting. (Hank E-llsmote photo)
FRIEL,
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the #1 pick of the Celtics. That's big competition.
Schools with
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Third period
haunts UNH
h·oCkey team
, .. ......., . . . . . . .. • i

l3y Paul Sweeney
Where have we seen this
before?
Third perJod of the UNHNortheasterrt hockey game Saturday night. The Wildcats lead
the Huskies 3-1. When tne game
is over, Northeastern leaves
Snively with a 5-4 overtime
victory. - ·
What happened in between
has been the story of the Wildcats this year. The team falters
in the final 20 minqtes. Seven
times this season, the Wildcats
have led games in the third
· period. Only on two occasions
have they won.
"Sure, it's frustrating·, and
disappointing," UNH coach
Dave O'Connoi: said. "It's not
that we're letting up. We're
making mistakes in the third
period and we're paying for
them. Believe me, we' re pay-i ng
for them .."
·
The Northeastern game was
the same as the others, it just
took a little longer. Wildcat
defensive mi-stakes combining
with penalties allowed the Hus- ·
kies to score three third period
go~ls to knot the 'game at four
af-ter · regulation play. And
though the 'Cats outworked
No,rthea:s~tern ,j:n . the extr,a pe·~
riod, Husky center Tom Bivona
scored just over six minutes into
it, improving Northeastern's
3rd BLUES, page 27
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The pl,lck_bounces up in fron~ of Wildcat captain Tim Hanley in the 5-4 OT loss to Northeastern.
(Craig Pa~ker photo)
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Lady Cats looking strong again
By Paul Sweeney
Narsiff, has the unenviable task better thari the last: two cham" They had a 18-1-3 record. of having to provide an encore pionship reams.''. ·
· What?!! Is he crazy? Better
They won their second consec- to last year's colossus. With his
uriv,e ECAC C,h ampion~_hip. · team opening the home season than the best?_. .. Why not? Eight
They ca,.pruq~d'· the U ri_iv.ersity.; tonight ar·Snive,ly (7pm) against • seniors return. Also returning
Cup,-- symbolic of North Amer- '' arch-rival Northeastern, coach are _the top fiv_e scorers from a
ican women's college hockey R~~s ~cCurdy has confid~nce._ · team ch·ac pounded its oppo,s~prem_sicy, ._., ., _-,,,,.,_.,.,._.,,., .: •., ..)/,;) ,. -:-:r. ,.,,,;fa.. s hard -· t0 repeat, .said . nents 106 to 26 in 22 games last
There wasn't much the UNH McCurdy, who has guided UNH year.
The line of senior Katey
wome_n's hockey ream didn't to an incredible 179-13-:-6 record
accomplish last season . .This in ten seasons, four of them Stone and sophomores Andria
year's team, minus All- unbeaten. "Maybe•ic's just me, Hunter and Heidi Chalupnik
Everything goal!ender Cathy but this year's team is skating looks to be a scoring force for

the team: _Last year, they combined for 32"g"o!1ls and 52 assists.
Hunter, UNH Rools,:ie o·h he
Year last season, led the team
in scoring ~ith 15 goa.ls and 19
assists.
·,
· "That line really came on last
year," McCurdy said. "I believe
they'll be even better this year.
They should be a strong scoring
machine."
_ The offense doesn't stop
. there. Seniors Cheryl Allwood
- and Sue Hunt and junior Shelly
DiFronzo all scored at least ten ·
goals last season. They should
help make _th~ loss of Jan.et
Siddall and Vivienne Ferry, bath
100 point scorers in their UNH
careers, ·easier to take. Juniors
Ann Ensor (4-6-10) and Amanda Moor~ ( 1A;-5) will play more
important roles chis year.
"I think we'll score more
goals,'' McCurdy said. That was
proven two weekends ago when .
the 'Cats opened this season at
the Princeton J ainboree, getting
an 8-4' win over Princeton and
a 4-0 shutout of Concord-ia.
Stone had three goals and three
assists in the two games.
The big question on defense
is how aptly se'nior captain Liz
Tura will fill N arsiff' s skates.
Narsiff, CCM Player-of the Year
last season, allowed only 22 · ·
goals in 19 games last year. To
ask Tura to duplicate that performance is unfair. McCurdy just _
wants her best effort.
"She's capable and she's
played great in practice,"
McCurdy s,ajd. "I have a l9t of
confiderice in her.'.'
·
Tura_wasn't a complete bench
ornament last season. She ap- .
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